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Locals share favorite Chn'stmas memories
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
For many residents the Christmas
season brings lasting memories of special times spent with family and
friends, times of holiday traditions or
unique, first-ever experiences.
Relief from the tension of hectic holiday schedules can often be found by.
pausing to reflect upon an event, gift, •
song or era that has remained etched
as an essential part of our recollections. These particular occurrences
will forever be remembered as one of
our most memorable Christmas experiences.

Several local residents have agreed
to share some of their favonte
Christmas memories with our readers
this holiday season:
Larry Elkins, Calloway County
Judge-Executive,
said,"Some of my
most favorite
Christmas memories are current
ones. There's nothing like having the
family together on
Christmas morning
and watching the
Elkins
joy on the grand-

For some, t'is
the season to
keep working
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
No, they are not Santa's
elves, but police officers, firefighters, store clerks, waitresses,
nurses, doctors, and others that
have to work on Christmas Eve
and Christmas Day are essential
to making the holiday so much
better and safer for the rest of
us.
Patrolman Tim Fortner. a 12year law enforcement veteran
who has been with the Murray
Police Department for little
more than a year, is one of
those. He will patrol the streets
of Murray Christmas morning
and into the afternoon ensuring
safety and providing assistance
to others so they can enjoy the
holiday.
He has seen Christmas come
and go everal timeN on :ind off

children-s faces."
Murray Mayor Torn Rushing commented, "I will
always remember
when my wife and
I had our first
child. I can recall
one year staying up
until I a.m. or 2
a.m. to assemble a
doll house. We
were exhausted, but
we finally got it put
Rushing
together and Santa
Claus came the next morning. I've had
a good life and Christmases are always

special for me.'
Murray Police
Chief Ken Claud.
said,"My favorite
Christmas memories would be those
when there was
snowfall on
Christmas day. I
always liked for it
to snow and it was
Claud
very special for me
when we would have a white
Christmas."
Murray-Calloway County Need Line
Director Tonia Casey. said,"One of

my most favorite Christmas mcmorics
would be the year, as a little girl. that I
received an Easy Bake then from
Santa Claus. My older brothei and
baked all thr cookies that ,ame with it.
and then we played with his gifts. Ms
brother and I shared c‘erything. I
remember the lights on the Chnstnus
tree just glowed on that osen."
Murray Fire Chief Ricks Stewart,
added,"As far hack as I can remember, n would he getting the tamils
together. We would hase a big
Christmas dinner and open presents.

See Page 2A

A'glow with the Spirit

duty and knows that there are
positive and negative aspects
about the duty. But for Fortner
— and many more like him who
often go unnoticed by many of
us — it's a time thin he can
share some time with others as
well as his own.
"One of the positive things
about working on Christmas is
that you get to drive around and
actually see some of the kids out
playing with their toys and
things like that." he said.
"Sometimes even the parents
are out playing with the kids and
that's great. You see a lot of that
around Christmas time."
Of course those selected or
volunteering to work on
Christmas don't work the entire
day and there is some time off

III See Page 2A
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, hristmas and New Year's are officially on Stand&
the holiday will extend an extra day ----.De&,
r
urray City Hall. Calloway County Courth
nty Judicial Building and U.S. Post Office
Mondays.
Calloway County Public Library will he day for Christmas and again Dec. 31 to Jan.r2
new year.
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Co
r, office will be closed Monday and Jan. 2 BC
Christmas and New Year's holidays. too, Also due to the Christmas and New Year holidtiy: .
urray Sanitation Department will be closed WOO'
'.
Duriqg the weeks of Dec. 26 through Dce. 30.
ugh Jan. 6, the department is asking cuatOmOrs
tiled for pickup On Mondays to set theirt
sday morning. All Other customers should ct
on their normal pickup day.
..
Also, the Murray Transfer Station will beltAtitied
Jan. 2.
or questions. please call 762-0380.
..
The Mtfrray Ledger & Times office will also he
ys following the actual holidays. Typical*
I newspaper published on Christmas and
because the Ledger & Times doesn't run On
that day off was pushed to the-two Monda-S1,
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TOM BERRY & GREG TRAVISi/Ledger & Times Photos
Lighted Christmas carolers and garland-lighted lamp posts (upper left)
as well as a 15-foot Christmas tree (center, right) placed by Murray
Renaissance and Main Street personnel brighten and lend some holiday
excitement to Courthouse Square in downtown Murray. Lights ringing
the trees and around the white roof were placed by Murray Electric
System. Elsewhere, Santa Claus takes a look out the attic window of
John and Kathy Mitchell's Greenwood Drive home (top right) while at
Dale Garland's Catalina Drive home a mock fireplace with brightlywrapped gifts underneath the tree (lower left) provides a warm, cozy
atmosphere as part of the unique holiday display. Sean Black, 6. son of
Shane and Lori Black of Murray. visits with Santa Claus Friday afternoon (bottom right) in downtown Murray. Despite his busy schedule.
Santa will be at the court square location today from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m,
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SheriffsMOWN

Arrest warrants issued for 22 CIA operatives

Calloway County Shariff's Department
• A caller from Short Road reported vandalism at 5:09 p.m.
Thursday.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• Lakeway convenience store on Ky. 94 East reported a kitchen
fire at 634 a.m. Thursday. The fire was extinguished before
CCFR arrived.
• A field fire was reported at Scott Fitts Road at 2:40 p.m.
Thursday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

ROME (AP) — An Italian
judge has issued European arrest
warrants for 22 purported CIA
operatives wanted for the
alleged kidnapping of an
Egyptian cleric, a prosecutor
said Friday.
Prosecutor Armando Spataro
said the warrants allowed for the
arrest of the suspects in any of
the 25 European Union member
countries. Italy issued warrants
for the arrest of the 22 suspects
within its own borders earlier
this month.
Prosecutors are seeking the
suspects' extradition for their
alleged involvement in the

Alito defended government
right to order wiretaps

abduction of Osarna Moustafa
Hassan Nasr from a Milan street
in February 2003.
The suspects are all
described as U.S. citizens.
Prosecutors have identified
one of them as Robert Seldon
Lady, a former CIA station chief
in Milan who has since returned
to the United States.
The whereabouts of the others are unknown. Lady's attorney, Dana Pesce, said the new
warrants meant the alleged operatives could no longer travel to
Europe without risking arrest.
'That's the only problem,"
she said in a telephone interview

WASHINGTON (AP) -said Monday he would ask Alito
Supreme
nominee about the president's authority
Court
Samuel Alito defended the right at confirmation hearings beginof government officials to order ning Jan. 9. The memo's release
domestic wiretaps for national Friday prompted committee
security when he worked at the Democrats to signal that they From Front
Reagan Justice Department, an will press the conservative jurist
for holiday get togethers with family and
echo of President Bush's ration- about executive powers.
friends.
There is usually a little extra overale for spying on U.S. residents
The memo dealt with
in the war on terror.
whether government officials time money in next week's paycheck as well
Then an assistant to the should have blanket protection for most who have to remain on the job,. But
solicitor general. Alito wrote a from lawsuits when authorizing Fortner said that he takes that sort of thing in
1984 memo that provided wiretaps. "I do not question that stride.
insights on his views of govern- the attorney general should have
"I really don't think much about that," he
'nit powers and legal recourse this immunity," Alito wrote. said. "1 just work it and if it's in the pay— seen now through the prism "But for tactical reasons, I check great, and if it's not that's OK too."
of Bush'k actions — as well as would not raise the issue here."
Fortner said he plans to spend plenty of
clues to the judge's understandDespite Alito's warning that time with family this weekend when not oh
ing of how the Supreme Court the government would lose. the call and that the experience of helping
others
operates. Reagan administration took the enjoy their time off
for
the
holiday
is
a
very
The National Archives fight to the Supreme Court in
released the memo and scores of the case of whether Nixon's positive thing.
"There are not really too many negative
other documents related to Alito attorney general, John Mitchell,
on Friday; the Associated Press could be sued for authorizing a things about it," he said. "Of course I'll be
had requested the material warrantless domestic wiretap to working, but the city of Murray is gracious
Freedom
the
under
of gather information about a sus- enough to let us spend a little time with our
family, for the people that live in the city. I
lifformation Act. The memo pected terrorist plot.
conies as Bush is under fire for
The FBI had received infor- have a 5-year-old daughter and I'm able to
secreQy ordering domestic spy- mation about a conspiracy to be there with her. They're gracious in allowing of suspected terrorists with- destroy utility tunnels in ing us to do that."
out a warrant.
Washington and to kidnap
Elsewhere, Amanda D'Angelo, who will
Senate Judiciary Committee Henry Xissinger, then national be working this Sunday at the. Cheri
Chairman Arlen Specter,'R-Pa., security adviser., to .protest the Theatre's Movies to Go video store,
says
Vietnam War. _
-having to keep the store open for customers
In its court brief. the government argued for absolute immu- is a mixed blessing.
"It's kind of a good thing and a bad
nity for the attorney general on
thing," D'Angelo said while staying busy
matters of national security.
Signing the document was serving customers Friday afternoon:"One of
RAlito's analysis about the the good things is that a movie theatre is a
court and the need for an incre- good environment to work in on Christmas
mental legal strategy proved day. It's full of people and everybody is
prescient. The case ultimately being really. really nice. But the bad thing is
led to a 1985 ruling by the that you don't get to spend the time with
Supreme Court that the attorney your family."
general and other high level
Dec. 24
D'Angelo said she will get Christmas
executive officials could be
1 shopping
sued for violating people's
day to Christmas
rights.

with The Associated Press.
Italian Justice MinisteY
Roberto Castelli has sought
more court documentation on
the case before deciding
whether to forward an extradition request to Washington,
Spataro said.
Premier Silvio Berlusconi, a
top U.S. ally, suggested earlier
this week that the government
may not push the request, saying, "I don't think there is any
basis in the case."
Pesce said that even if the
extradition request was forwarded the U.S. would "never" allow
the suspects to be extradited.

Peace previously sought
have the Italian arrest warrant
for Lady revoked, contendiq
that her clientshould be protect
ed by diplomatic immunity.
That appeal was turned down
by a Milan judge, who said Lady
lost his immunity when he left
his post M 2004, and that consular officials could be prosecuted for grave cnmes in any case.
Prosecutors allege that Nasr,
a cleric believed to belong to an
Islamic terror group, was flown
from Italy to a military base in
Germany before being put on a
flight to Egypt. where he was
tortured.
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TOM BERRY Ledger & Times Photu

Amanda D'Angelo serves a customer at Cheri Theater's Movies to Go video
store Friday afternoon. Like police officers, nurses, waitresses, and many others, D'Angelo is one of those that will be working on Christmas Day helping
to make everyone else's holiday safer and more enjoyable.
morning off, but will come in at 6 p.m. to
help make everyone else holiday evening a
little more exciting by renting movies and
games.
When the excitement around the
Christmas tree and family time around the
dinner table is over, most folk like to spend
the evening watching "How the Grinch

Stole Christmas" or othet such holiday
movies with friends and family near.
D'Angelo said the employees have a lot
of fun and spread some Christmas cheer to
customers and the customers return their
smiles and holiday greeting in kind.
"So it's not really that bad." she said.

•Memories ...
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that stands out in my mind is
an earlier Christmas and
We would go pick up a couple
December
of neighbors who couldn't
memory
drive and bring them to our
combined. I
house and when we got back
have a birthSanta would have arrived. The
day in
family get-togethers are my
December.
favorite memories."
Christmas is
Steve Hoskins, superintendent.
in
of the Calloway County
December. I
Schools, recalled,"A memory
was getting
Hoskins
married in
January.
And, there was New Year's.

From Front

Murray First Christian Church
'Disciples of Christ
Invites You & Your Family
to the

Annual Christmas Eve
Candlelight Service

Forecast
Tonight will have a 50%
chance of rain and lows in the
mid 30s.
Christmas Day will have a
30% chance of rain with highs in
the lower 40s.

Internet

Saturday, DeceMber 24th •8:00 p.m.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL!

A special offering will be collectedfor a
community service organization.

Murray First Christian
Church
111 A. 5th Strew • Murray, KY 42071•(2701 753-3824
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too. I can remember that year
"In 1997 ue
trying to balance all those
were in
activities. Well, I'm :Still .haviag
Puerto Rico
birthdays. We're eti41 haying
with the
Christmases. And now I'm havMurray
ing anniversaries."
State
Calloway County Public
University'
Library Director Ben Graves,
basketball
recalled.
team. On
Christmas
"My ParBrockman
ents had a
day we sat
record playon the beach at San Juan and
er turntable
read the Christmas story. It wa,
and they
really neat to be there on the
would put
. beach that Christmas. As a side
on this
note, the MSU team, which had
stack of
previously been beaten down
Christmas
there, came out and defeated
Graves
records
Arkansas."
beginning on Thanksgiving
Murray Postmaster Jennifer
night and let them play. Bing
Doom, said,"One of my most
Crosby, Andy Williams and Nat favorite memories was from
King Cole were all a pan of the my childhood. I was around
Christmas season. Over the
four years old and Santa Claus
years 1 developed a mental
brought me a Barbie doll bedsoundtrack of all those records. room. It was complete with a
I have 'Mele Kalikimaka(A
fancy French bed and bureau. It
Hawaiian Song)' burned into
was the greatest thing I'd ever
my mind." seen for a little girl."
Murray Independent Schools
Calloway County Sheriff
Superintendent Bob Rogers,
Larry Roberts, recalled."When
said,"My favorite memory is
I was.young we opened most ot
from Dec. 18, 1966, when our
our Christmas presents on
first child was born. Back then
Christmas Eve night. We had
people didn't know in advance
livestock that had to be fed and
the sex of a child and when the
cared for and I can always
doctor at the hospital got on the remember going out with my
speaker and said 'Mr. Rogers,
father and grandfather to take
you have a healthy baby boy
care of the animals and having
and both are doing great.' it
the anticipation of getting back
was very special. After a few
to the house for the Christmas
days in the hospital we all went activities. It's hard to come up
home and got to enjoy that very with one thing, but just that
first Christmas with our new
excitement and anticipation of
son."
those years really stands out.
Murray-Calloway County
Back then Christmas was the
Chamber of Commerce
one big event of the year and
Director Tab Brockman said his you really had to save up for
favorite memory was also his
it."
wife Beth's favorite memory.

50% OFF
All Christmas Ornaments,
Garland & Wreath

20% Off Storewide
Excluding some collectibles

OPEN 10-5 MONDA Y
306 Main St. • Hazel • 270-492-8900
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Jesus is the Reason
for the Season!

AFTEK CHK1STMAS

DEC. 27 THKU ?

9C2al &ft CSralian Zook/ore
5th & Main St. • Murray • 753-1622
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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BUSINESS
Carol
Concert
Photo provided

The
Murray
Middle
School choir , under the
direction
of
Chuck
Haney, entertained customers and staff of The
Murray Bank on Dec.
15th. The MMS choir
performed several Christmas arrangements at
The Murray Bank main
office.

TAB BROCKMAN/Chamber Photo
General Manager Kate Lochte (right) of WKMS 91.3 FM
visits at the Yeiser Art Center in Paducah. The Center is
currently featuring works of 14 MSU art faculty and
recently hosted a reception for the Paducah and Murray
Chambers for a special preview. The exhibit is free and
open to the public through Jan. 7. Call the center at 4422453 for details.

Commerce
Center to close
on Monday
•West KY Boat & Outdoor
Did you know... The
Commerce Center office will be Show. RSEC. Jan. 20 - 22.
closed
Highlights from the
Monday.
Dec. 26
Commerce Center include
and
MI Sc'. eral Chamber members
Monday.
have prepaid 2006 Chamber
Jan. 2 in
dues for tax purposes. If your
obserChamber business would like to
vance of
do so, please contact the office
the
at 753-5171 or stop by next
Chtistrnas , week
Chamber and New
Year's
Upcoming Ribbon
holidays.'
By Lisa
Cuttings/Business
After
The staffs
Satterwhite
Hours
Assistant
of the
•Heritage Bank. 210 N. 12th
Director
MurrayMurray/Calloway Calloway
St.. Jan. 12. 4 - 6 p.m.(ground• County Chamber County
breaking at 4 p.m./after hours to
of Commerce
follow).
Chamber
of Commerce and the Murray
Welcome New Chamber
Tourism Commission wish
everyone the happiest of
Members
Christmas seasons and thank
•Helitech Waterproofing and
you for, your support. We look
Structural Repair, Danny
forward to working together for Thomas - rep., waterproofing,
another happy and prosperous,
foundation, repair, concrete levyear for Murray and Calloway
eling, PO Box 7055, Paducah.
County' in 2006.
KY,42001, 442-4060.

' Chat

Coming Up Around Town

Financial planning resolutions for 2006
Even if you aren't among
those who normally make New
Year's resolutions—and keep
them--this may be a time when
you will want to make and
keep them in the year to come.
With the Standard & Poor's
500 Stock Index up 1.05 percent through October and the
average U.S. taxable investment grade bond returning an
almost identical 1.12 percent,
as indicated by the Citigroup
Broad Investment-Grade Bond
Index, barring a year-end rally.
2005 could wind up as a flat
year in both stock and bond
markets.
Whether the ultimate results
are flat, up a little, or down a
little, you could be thinking of
adjusting your portfolio to
improve its performance by
taking bigger risks—perhaps
more than would be appropriate
for you. Given the potential
losses inherent in such a strategy. the following resolutions may be helpful as you consider
your year-end strategy:
Allocate your assets among
bonds, stocks, money market
instruments, and funds in proportions that reflect the amount
of risk necessary to achieve
your goals.
- In some cases, that may
mean that pbrtfolios don't need
to be or shouldn't be more conservative 'just because' someone is_older. It should really be
about allocating for your particular goak and iteeds, not 'just.
because' you are at a certain
age or spending level.
Disregard recommendations of
all-purpom model portfolios'
asset allocations. They may
indicate how various investment strategists feel about the
near-term attractiveness of
stocks and bonds but weren't
offered with your particular
investment goals and risk tolerance in mind.(Do-consider socalled lifestyle or lifecycle
funds. If you don't have the

For more informatiorron
becoming a member of the
•Santa Hours: Toda). 11
Murray-Calloway County
a.m. -2 p.m.
Chamber of Commerce or hostSpecial holiday programs and
schedules for Land Between the ,ing a Chamber event contact
Tab Brockman or Lisa
Lakes are available by calling
Satterwhite at 753-5171.
1-800-LBL-7077 or online at
www.lbl.org.
•Christmas Eve Candlelight
Service, First Christian Church,
1 1 1 N. 5th St., Tonight. 8 p.m.
Murray Trade Day. MCC
‘Varmest Yuletide wishes to you and yours.
Park. Dec. 26, 7 a.m. - noon.
from
•Christmas in the Park - A
Dec.
Festival of Lights. through
28,6 - 9 p.m.. Needline donaDouglas Payne, O.D.
tions accepted.
Olympic Plaza (next to Los Pq,rtalvs, • Murray • 753-5507
MI• Kentucky Archery Deer
'
and Archery Turkey Season.
Jan.. I - 16.
Calloway County and Murray
Independent Schools dismissed
for holidays, classes resume
Jan. 2, 2006.
•Bald Eagle Viewing,
Excursions, Nature Station.
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance coverage, low
LBL, Jan. 7,9 a.m. - noon & I
rates, attractive discounts, and fast, fair claims service
- 4 p.m.. Jan. 8, 22 & 29, 1 - 4
us today.
Call
p.m., 57 ages 13 and up. 55
270-924under,
and
ages 12
2020 for reservations.
•MSU Rodeo Team Barrel
Your boat tasurance
Racing and Roping. West KY
118 South 5th St. • Murray
Is a good agent
Expo Center, Jan. 7 - 8.
753-4451
maim wry,
II Antique Tractor Show.
Westside • Court Square
West KY Expo Center. Jan. 14
Yeyndi
CO, dIPPlend
River Cruises. Kenlake State
Resort Park Marina, Jan. 14
16, 11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m., 555
per person,
www.cgriverside.com.
III Murray Art Guild closed
for the holidays through Jan
Greg McNutt
Mike Young
Dan McNutt AM
17.
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time or
inclination
to do the
necessary
initial
portfolio
construction, disciplined rebalancing
and conFinancial tinuous realignment
Times
By Mark Vinson as you
Vice President of approach
your goal.
Heritage
these will
Solutions
perform
these functiOrIS.

•Have realistic expectations
of performance. The years of
exceptional annual returns for
stocks, on the average, are a
memory now.
Annual returns averaging
below the long-term average of
about 10 percent annually seem
more likely in the foreseeable
future. Whatever they are, the
average returns for balanced
portfolios are likely to he single-digit.
IS Resolve to maximize your
net returns by holding down (a)
excessive commissions when
buying or selling individual
securities and (b)excessive
expenses when investing in
mutual funds.
When investing in taxable
account. be mindful of the tax
consequences of owning mutual funds that make large taxable
distributions of realized shortand long-term capital gains.
Recent research published in
the Journal of Financial
Planning suggests that funds
with low turnover and longterm capital gains still belong
in taxable accounts and that
funds that have large amounts
of short-term gains gistributions should be placed in retire•

Business News &
Notes
Saturday in
the Ledger.

ment accounts, such as IRAs.
401(k)s. or other tax-deferred
accounts.
•When investing for
income, resist the temptation of
chasing high yields. Higher
yields are generally associated
with higher risk, and with some
investments w hat appears to he
yield may actually be a return
of capital.
II Don't forget bond funds.
Tax-exempt state or local government bonds or "municipal"
bond funds, whose yields are
usually lower than those of taxable issues of comparable credit quality and maturity. may pay
you more than you'd have left
after taxes when investing in
the comparable taxable securities.
Do the math: compare your
prospective after-tax income
from the taxable securities with
what you'd get from the taxexempts.
IN Accept that there is no
shortcut to mutual fund selection. Whether you do it or an
adviser does it for you. funds
have to he studied—primarily
in funds' own, SEC-mandated
literature—to determine their
suitability.
Data indicating superior past
performance—which funds
must report in accordance with
SEC regulations and update
periodically--don't assure you
of superior future performance.
Neither do ratings. such as the
5-star ratings for risk-adjusted
performance calculated by
Morningstar. They may provide
you an additional dimension of
past performance, but. as
Morningstar has long reminded

investors, they don't have predictive value. Such data constitute the bei1trnq. not the end,
of the selection pit -ess. indi-,
eating which funds' 11teraiure
you might study.
•Don't he too impressed by
high absolute returns. Compare
past performance data for an
equity fund with performance
data for the same periods for
the S&P. Russell. or other
index—for the broad stock
market, for large or small companies' sto.:ks. for growth or
value stocks, and so on—which
the fund management has chosen as its benchmark.
You may also compare them
with data for peer funds computed by Lipper or
Morningstar. By focusing on
relative returns, such comparisons tell you whether the fund
has performed as well as could
he expected, better, or worse,
given the stocks it owns.
Always remember that
stocks and bonds—and the
funds that own them—are longterm investments, requiring
patience and the ability to nde
out market volatility. Stocks
and stock funds are unlikely to
be. as magazine covers will
have you believe. -the 10
(whatever) you must own in
2006."
This column is produced by
the Financial Planning
Association, the membershO
organization for the financial
planning community and is
provided by Mark C. Vinson,
Heritage Solutiorts/Monev
Concepts. a local member of
the FM.

MERRY CHRISTMAS *
and
HAPPY NEW YEAR
*
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-- *KEY AUTO PARTS
& TOWING
1850 HWY. 121
SOUTH
753-5500

-Nobody caK protect your

A UTO any better than we can!

McNutt Insurance

)4/14i4

We'd like to display our best wishes and appreciation for the many
good people we've had the privilege to meet and serve this past year.
Hem's hoping your holiday is merry and bright in every
Thank you so much for voting us .your Favorite Hardware Store.
We look forward to serving s'ou in the corning sear

rilURRAu
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mommismisimmi._
Yes, Virginia, there
is a Santa Claus

FORUM

"Is There A Santa Claus?" was the headline that appeared over
an editorial in the September 21, 1897'edition of the New York Sun
The editorial which included the response of "Yes, Virginia, There
is a Santa Claus" has become become an indelible part of popular
Christmas lore in the United States.
In 1897, Dr. Philip O'Hanlon, a coroner's assistant on
Manhattan's Upper West Side, was faced with a minor family crisis
His eight-year-old daughter, Virginia, had btgun to doubt the existence of Santa Claus, her friends telling her he was fictional. Dr.
O'Hanlon told her to write to the Sun, a prominent New York nev.s
paper at the time, assuring her the paper would tell her the truth.
(While he was possibly passing the buck because he could not
to tell his daughter that Santa Claus was a myth, he unwitting()
gave one of the paper's editors, Francis Pharcellus Church, an
opportunity to rise above the simple question, and address the
philosophical issues behind it.)
Church was a war correspondent during the \Civil War, a time
which saw great suffering and a corresponding lack of hope and
faith in much of society. Although the paper ran the editorial in the
seventh place on the editorial page, its message struck a chord in
the hearts of people who read it.
More than a century later it remains the most reprinted editorial
ever to run in any newspaper in the English language; the Sun itself
reprinted it annually for years after its initial publication. Although
many have questioned the veracity of the letter's authorship, noting
that a young girl such as Virginia would not refer to children her
own age as "my little friends", the message contained in the
response is considered as pertinent today as in 1897:
We take pleasure in answering at once thus prominently the corn
munication below, expressing at the same time our great gratification that itsfaithful author is numbered cunong the friends of The
Sun:
Dear Editor
I am 8 years old. Some of my little friends say there is no Santa
Claus. Papa says, "If you see it in The Sun, it's so." Please tell me
the truth; is there a Santa Claus?
— Virginia O'Hanlon, 115 West Ninety-fifth street

Virginia, your little friends are wrong. They have been affected
by the skepticism ofa skeptical age. They do not believe except
what they see. They think that nothing can be which is not comprehensible by their little minds. All minds, Virginia, whether they be
men's or children's, are little. In this great universe of ours man is a
mere insect, an ant, in his intellect, as compared with the boundless
world about him, as measured by the intelligence capable ofgrasping the whole of truth and knowledge.
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. He exists as certainly as
love and generosity and devotion exist, and you know that they
abound and give to your life its highest beauty andjoy. Alas! how
dreary would be the world if there were no Santa Claus. It would be
as dreary as if there were no Virginias. There would be no childlike
faith then, no poetry, no romance to make tolerable this existence.
We should have no enjoyment, except in sense and sight. The eternal light with which childhoodfills the world would be extinguished.
Not believe in Santa Claus! You might as Well not believe in
fairies! You might get your papa to hire men to watch in all the
chimneys on Christmas Eve to catch Santa Claus. hut even if they
did not see Santa Claus coming down, what would that prove?
Nobody sees Santa Claus, but that is no sign that there is no Santa
Claus. The most real things in the world are those that neither children nor men can see. Did you ever see fairies dancing on the
lawn? Ofcourse not, but that's no proof that they are not there.
Nobody can conceive or imagine all the wonders there are unseen
and unseeable in the world.
You may tear apart the baby's rattle and see what makes the
noise inside, but there is a veil covering the unseen world which not
the strongest man, nor even the united strength of all the strongest
men that ever lived, could tear apart. Onlyfaith.fancy, poetry, love,
romance, can push aside that curtain and view and picture the
supernal beauty and glory beyond. Is it all real? Ah. Virginia, in all
this world there is nothing else real and abiding.
No Santa Claus! Thank God! he lives, and livesforever. A thousand yearsfrom now, Virginia, nay, ten times ten thousand years
from now, he will continue to make glad the heart of childhood.

Our days are numbered
Rib-gripping jokes ot the season-Justpast, if told now, are no longer funny:
A Russian couple walking down the
street in Moscow felt drops hit their noses._
"I think it's raining", he said to his wife.
"No, thatfelt more like show to me", said
she. "No, I'm sure it was just rain," he said.
They saw a Communist Party official walking toward them. The man said. "Let's ask
Comrade Rudolph whether it's officially
raining or snowing". So the man said, 'Tell
us, Comrade Rudolph, is it officially raining or snowing?" "It's raining," he replied.
and walked on. But the woman insisted: "I
know thatfelt like snow!" and the man quietly replied: "Rudolph the Red knows rain,
dear"
After an international chess match, many
ofthe players were in the hotel lobby
rehashing big victories. After an hour or so,
the hotel manager told them to break it up..
"Why?" they asked. The manager replied:
"If there's anything I can't stand, it's chess
nuts boasting in an open foyer"
A man went into a nice restaurant Jar
breakfast and ordered Eggs Benedict. When
the waiter brought it. it was on a hub cap.
The man asked why a hub cap was used.
The waiter replied, "Si': there's no plate like
chromefor the hollandaise."
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As each year ends, daylight hours.dwindle to a precious few, the media make lists
of famous people (Richard Pryor and
Eugene McCarthy and the others)'who have
died during the year. and political analysts
till out report cards on the government's
successes and failures.
Christmas is a time for manic-depression. From Halloween to December 25th,
expectations and exhilaration mount. and
Christmas Morning comes with all the gusto
and elation, spine shivers and sentimentalism. of hearing the closings of Beethoven's
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•gasoline prices
I environmental erosion
III education system erosion
III reading erosion
III declining interest in the fine arts
•declining AMTRAK support
II secrecy, suspicions, selfishness,
incredulity, incivility.
The annual agendas for our world
change only in their parts. There is always
a post-Christmas agenda awaiting us. No
sooner had the angels at the first Christmas
proclaimed "Peace on Earth among men"
and no sooner had the Wise Men come and
gone, than Herod (repeating what Pharoah
had done to the Hebrew children) ordered
the slaughter of the innocents (all male children in and around Bethlehem two years
old or younger). and Mary, Joseph, and
Jesus (reversing what the Hebrews under
Moses had done) fled into Egypt.
The First Christmas promises of peace
and good will among men have been left
unfulfilled for over 2,000 Christmases,.
Unfulfilled, but not forgotten.
They have been and remain the antidote
to post-Christmas depression. They stir us
from our despair and point us through
human darkness toward divinely-willed
light. They give us purpose and meaning
year-long.
The task before us this New Year's Eve
is essentially the same one we face each
year at this time: mustering the resolve, the
energy, the wisdom, the compassion, and
the patience to repair our souls and our
human condition.
When that Sisyphus-like glowing globe
descends on Times Square this year, let us
celebrate for sixty seconds the ending of the
old year, and then let us work for the next
365 day's on raising the blazing light again.
Let us find and renew the optimism, the
music, the awe, the laughter, and the reverence each Christmas brings us to inspire
and fuel us to check off life's never-ending
lists.

OUR READERS WRITE

Mailed in Calloway Co., Renton.

3 mos
$26

Ninth or Handel's
Messiah.
Then. BOOM! Out
of Bethlehem, back to
Iraq. Silence, litter,
exhaustion, reality.
The music ends, the
lights and colors dim,
laughs seem hollow and
the wassail goes flat,
S
r
Rudolph removes the
By Larry
batteries from his nose,
McGehee
and Dorothy goes back
Syndicated
to black-and-white
Columnist
Kansas. Kinfolks pack
their gifts and leave the
house as the last left-overs leave the refrigerator. New Year's Day is 'spent writing
thank-you notes, paying bills, and removing
decorations.
Soon newspapers will be reminding us
of all the January SAD (Seasonal Affective
Depression) victims out there seeking
Florida sunshine or buying anti-depressant
light boxes, and of how suicide rates always
are highest in January. Giving to soup
kitchens will decline precipitously.
Congress will reconvene.
In short, things will be back to normal.
One lesson Christmas should have left
with us is that normalcy is not good
enough. There is a lot more litter lying
around for us to clean up than just discarded ribbons and wrappings: here is the short
list:
III national partisanship
III national government debt
la personal credit card debt
▪ health-care costs
•religious self-righteousness
II chasms between poor. and wealthy
individually and internationally
II unemployment, under-employment,
and exported employment
•Iraq
NI foreign policy
III world opinion of the U.S.

What Congress has done in
the Budget Reconciliation Act
passed hurriedly before
Christmas will cause problems
for all but the wealthiest Citizens. While some may have
thought harmful policy changes
had been addressed, the final
*duct. as it is now, will put
thousands of lower income and
older Kentuckians at risk.
Unchanged. here's what this
budget would do:
III Make it harder for vulneriible Kentuckians
n•-edine
_

term care to qualify for
Medicaid simply because they
extended economic assistance
to family members.
II Force some Kentuckians
to give up their homes to get
long-term care services.
•Require all Kentuckians
on Medicare Parte to pay higher premiums.
MI Force low-income
Medicaid recipients to pay more
for their care or give it up.

AARP knows there is a
need to improve Medicaid and
we have been working hard in
Washington and at home here in
Frankfort to adopt policies that
would prohibit abuse while protecting those who truly need
care. However, this budget
includes provisions that hurt
those who need help the most
while shielding pharmaceutical
and managed care industries.
Many of us have illness and
disability among elder (and
sometimes younger) members

of our families. Raising a family and caring for an aging parent will become more difficult
as a result of these cuts. The
House of Representatives will
have one more chance to get
this right. If they don't reverse
their actions, there will be victims and they will be in our
own families.
Bill flamed
President
AARP Kentucky
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Obituaries
Luther Franklin Nance
Luther Franklin Nance, 90, Sha-Wa Circle, Murray, died Friday,
Dec. 23, 2005,at 6:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired from the Murray Electric System after 37 years of
service and retired as assistant superintendent. A graduate of Lynn
Grove High School and Murray State University, he was a member
of First Baptist Church.
Born Nov. 18, 1915, in Lynn Grove, he was the son of the late
Toy W. Nance and Flora Bell Jones Nance. Also preceding him in
death were two sisters, LaBurna Dixon and LaRue Underwood, one
brother, William Calvin Nance, and one niece, Patricia Kozubik.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. MiJdred Williams Nance, to
whom he was married Jan. 16, 1955, in Covington, Tenn.; two
nieces, Nancy Collier, Atlanta, Ga.. and Mary Turner, Murray; one
nephew, William Underwood, Villa Park, Calif.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at First Baptist Church,
Murray. The Rev. Terry Garvin will officiate. Burial will follow in
the Salem Cemetery, Lynn Grove. Visitation will be at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Horne from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Wednesday.

able at www.mdth.cotn.
Robert Waken "Sot' Holmes
Mrs. Cornwell, 85, Pana, Ill., died Tuesday. Dec. 20, 2005
The funeral for Robert Warren -Sug- Holmes will be Tuesday.
She graduated Jan. 26, 1951, with a master of arts in education Doc. 27. at 2 p.m. in Byrn Chapel. Mayfield. with Larry Hams offifrom Murray State University. She taught at Brewers High School ciating. Bunal will be in the Lebanon Cemetery V19.1I&DOD will be
at Brewers, Ky., Clark Elementary School, Metropolis, Ill., and from noon to 2 p.m. Tuesday.
Joppa High School, Joppa, Ill. She catne to Kind 52 years ago and
Holmes. 88. formerly of Sedalia. Died Wednesday. Dec. 21,
taught in the Pana Schools for 37 years. She was a member of ' 2005. at his residence in Dearborn. Mich
Illinois Education Association, National Education Association and
One of the first elders of Garden ('as Church of Christ in
Pana Education Association.
Michigan. he was the son of the late Ruben E. and Annie
On June 17, 1945 in Benton, she was inamed to LuLien Lynn Holmes. He was preeeedod in death by tax great-gra/m.1%dd.
Cornwell, who died Nov. 24, 1989. Born Oct. 9, 1920, in the comSurvivors include his wife of more than 66 years. RueDearie M.
munity of Birmingham, Ky., she was the daughter of the late Luther (C'ochrum) Holmes; two daughters. Sherry Hall of Jackson. TIMEX_
Goheen and LAniella Travis Goheen. Also preceding her in death and Karol Doody of Livonia, Mich.; two SODS. Michael Holmes of
were two sisters and three brothers.
Londonderry. N.H.. and Ruben P Holmes of Canton. Mich.. sesen
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Janie Bowers Hutton and grandchildren and use great-grandchildren.
husband. Ted. Blue Mound. III., several nieces, nephews and
llgiressions of sympanthy may be made in the form ot docent ays
cousins.
to the Alzheimer's Assocation

0116.

William Dewey Thomas
The funeral for William Dewey Thomas will be Monday at 8
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The
Rev. Bruce Treon will officiate. Burial will follow in the Scaffold
Cane Cemetery. Rockcastle County. Visitation will be at the funeral
home from 5 to 8 p.m. Monday.
Mr. Thomas,85, King Drive, Murray, died Friday, Dec. 23, 2005,
at 4:45 a.m. at his home. He was a member of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
Born March 3, 1920, in Rockcastk County, Ky., he was the son
of the late Willie Elijah (Dick) Thomas and Lora Allen Thomas.
Also preceding him in death were three sisters, Margaret Allen,
Thelma Miracle and Roxie Thomas.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Linville
Thomas,to whom he was married Dec. 23, 1939; one daughter, Mrs.
Norma Jean Treon and husband, Elwood, Murray; one brother,
Everett Thomas and wife, Elsie, Mt. Vernon:, two grandchildren.
Mrs. Brdhda Treon Hines and husband, Casey. Murray, and Bruce
'Elwood Treon and wife, Becky. Owensboro; six great-grandchildren, Lauren Hines, Sarah Hines, Matthew Hines and Jacob Hines,
all of Murry, and Joshua Treon and John Treon. both of
Owensboro.
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Billy L Redden
The funeral for Billy E. Redden will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Tim
Palmer will officiate. Pallbearers will be James
Wilson, Mike Wilson, Dale Spencer, Jesse
Redden, Paul Redden and RicILRedden. Burial
will follow in the Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4
to 8 p.m. Monday.
Mr. Redden, 79, Crossland Road, Murray,
died Thursday. Dec. 22. 2005, at 8 a.m. at his home. An Army veteran of World War II, he had retired from Ryan Milk Co.
Born May 19, 1926, in Gibson County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Fred Redden and Clarinda Miles Redden. Also preceding
him in death were four brothers. Wesley Redden, J.W. Redden.
Ralph Redden and Charles Redden.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Alice Wilson Redden, to
whom he was married April 17, 1949; one daughter, Mrs. Rosemary
Boyd and husband, Donnie, one son. Randy Redden and wife.
Melia, one sister, Mrs. Malinda Spencer, and two granddaughters,
Whitney Redden and Rebecca Boyd, all of Murray; several nieces
and nephews.
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The funeral for William Leon Sams will be today (Saturday) at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton
The Rev. Jimmy Waddell will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Benton Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Sams, 53. Benton. died Thursday. Dec
22, 2005, at 1 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
•
He was the son of the late George Sams and Eva
Bell Wysong Sams.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Terry Ann
Waddell Sams; one daughter, Carrie Suelyn
Sams, Aurora; two sons, William Brian Sams
and Stacy Allen Sams. both of Benton; one sisSams
ter, Karen Sue Sams. Ohio; six brothers, Danny
Sams, Bonneville. Ind., and Dick Sams, Lonnie
Sams, Terry Sams. David Sams and Jeff Sams, all of Ohio; nine
grandchildren.

Mrs. Janie Kathryn Cornwell

A graveside service for Mrs. Janie Kathryn Cornwell will iibe
Thesday at 2 p.m. at the Fooks Cemetery in Marshall County. Bro
Gary Knuckles will officiate. McCracken-Dean Funeral Home.
Pana, Ill., is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Prairie Heart Institute
or American Diabetes Association. Light a candle/Guest book avail-

New year will have to wait
a second ... Seriously!
WASHINGTON (AP)
2006 has been postponed. But
not for long.
A leap second will be inserted in the world's clocks just
before midnight — Greenwich
mean time — on New Year's
Naval
U.S.
the
Eve,
Observatory reported Friday.
That means 7 p.m. EST. Dec.
31. will occur one second later
than it would have otherwise.
Leap sidoilds are needed
occasionally because modern
atomic clocks measure time
with great accuracy, while the

rotation of the Earth can be
inconsistent.
The rotation of the Earth has
been slowing down,so leap seconds keep the clocks and the
Earth from getting out of synch
with one another.
This will be the 23rd leap
second that has been inserted
since 1972 when an international timekeeping agreement was
signed. according to the
Observatory.
The last one was inserted
seven years ago.

HUGE SALE ON NOW!
1996 Chevrolet Ext. Cab. 1998 Ford Conversion 1999 Chevrolet Ext. Cab
2 wheel dnve, 350 V-8. Van. V-8. raised top, TV. 4x4, V-8, loaded, white.
VCR, rear air, rear seat locally owned, tow pkg.
while. loaded. very nice
makes bed

2000 Cadiiiac Escalade
4x4. chrome wheels all
options. V-8. pewter, like
new

$6,950 36 mo. S217* $9,500 48 mo. S232' S10,500 48 mo. $257* 512.800 60 mo. S259' $14,900 66 mo. $279'
40rul"-- air

riPP*
2002 BMW 3251. 4 door, 6
cyl., premium pkg., moon
roof. CD player, white.
45,000 miles.

2002 Toyota 4 Runner 2003 Ford Escort 2x2. 2
SR-5, sport package, 2 door, 4 cyl , auto., only
wheel drive, only'33.000 35.000 miles, gray.
miles

Grand
2003 Dodge
Caravan LE. 4 door, V-6.
power doors quad seats,
locally owned

2004 Chevrolet Malibu 2004 Oldsmobile Alero
Classic. 4 door, 4 cyl., GL. 4 door. 4 cyl.. rear
loaded. 31,000 miles. sil- wing, white, 30,000 miles
ver

1998 BMW 5401. premi- 1998 Nissan Quest XE. 6
urn pkg.. sport pkg.. V-8. cyl 3 door, loaded, silver.
moon roof, silver, like new tires
new.

\
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2005 Buick Century
2002 Dodge Durango 2002 Ford Taurus SE, 4 2004 Ford Taurus. 4 door,
Custom, 4 door. V-6,
SLT Plus, 4x4 small V-8. door, gray. V-6. loaded, V-6. silver, loaded, alloy
loaded. beige 28.000
wheels. 35,000 miles,
extra clean
locally owned sharp
miles. like new
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Insurance Center o Murray
901 Sycamore St . Murray

raid

270-753-8355

2005 Pontiac Suntire. 2
door. 4 cyl.. auto rear
wing. white. 29.000 moles,
sporty

513,900 66 mo. $261* $6,500 66 mo. S122* $9900 72 mo.$173* $12,500 72 mo. $219' 510,800 72 mo. $189*
Sale Thru 12-31-05
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Grand
Jeep
2002
Laredo.
Cherokee
loaded, 2 wheel dnve, silver extra nice

$9,900 72 mo. $173" $9,900 72 mo.$173* $15,900 48 mo. $388* $5,500 36 mo. $172' $11,500 66 mo.$215'
ofir
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2004 Oldsmobile Alero
GL. 2 door. 4 cyl auto.
loaded. 30,000 miles.
nice

$21,900 '66 mo. $411* $181900 66 mo. $355' S7,900 72 mo. S138* $15,900 72 mo. S278' S9.900 72 mo. S173*

mni4nVFYourJaviucess
parcult

•
Liberty
Jeep
2002
Limited. 4x4. leather,
white. 51.000 miles. extra
clean

Making Greet Deals Since 19781

Bring in this ad for an
additional

S100 OFF!!

'Payments based on 799 A PR
Tax & Lk. Down Payment-With Approved Credit

11111111tt

45 North • Mayfield
(270) 247-4720
800-363-4720
www.bennettmotorsinc.com
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Dads Replace Ailing

Nospitaltlenus
"Heart Smart" is the program
for the menus in the cafeteria
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian.
said the menus are designed
to help those restricting saturated fats and sodium in their
diets.
Menus, subject to occasional changes, for the week of
Dec. 26=Jan. I have been
released as follows:
Monday - *BB° chicken,
Johnny Marzetti casserole,
smoked sausage, Sauerkraut,
'
green beans, German potato
salad, 'glazed carrots, 'vegetable beef and barley soup.
Tuesday - spiral baked ham,
liver and onions, 'fish filet
and
macaroni
almondine,
cheese, mashed potatoes with
gravy,'seasoned cabbage, fried
zucchini, 'chicken noodle soup
Wednesday - Domino's
pizza, Swiss steak,'oven baked
chicken, •new red potatoes,
'baby carrots, garden blend
vegetables, broccoli cheese
bites, taco soup.
Thursday - 'oven roasted
chicken, Sloppy Joe on bun,
'pork loin, baked beans, yellow squash casserole, 'tender
spinach, corn fritters, potato
and bacon soup.
Friday - prime sea strips,
beef stroganoff. 'southwest
grilled chicken, also served with
bacon and cheese,'tender noodles, asparagus-pea casserole,
'Harvard beets, 'baked potato, Wisconsin cheese soup.
Saturday - 'cabbage roll,
pork cutlet, 'Capri blend vegetables, 'turnip greens, mashed
potatoes and gravy, fried okra,
soup of the day.
Sunday - 'roast Turkey
breast, tender beef tips with
noodles, corn bread sage dressing, 'green beans. 'peas and
carrots, soup of the day.

THEATRES

411111/11111111111111111111111/11/1101111MMIRIA
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Another Christmas brings
Trees At School
back many fond memories

Christmas is a time for remembering
memories and looking forward toward a
new year.
J.B. and I were blessed this year by observing our 59th wedding anniversary on July
27. This followed the birth of our greatgrandson, Brody Daniel McGill of Hardin,
on July 10. Our great-granddaughter, Eva
Marchese Linn of Moline, Ill., celebrated
her first birthday this year on April 20.
On a sad note. I lost my younger sisBettie Sue Murdock, to cancer on Sept.
Datebook ter,
13 of this year. She and her husband, John,
By Jo Burkeen
had moved back to Calloway County in
Community
1993 from Madison, Wis. It was during
Editor
her last illness that I realized the service
of our Hospice Program at Murray-Calloway County Hospital gives to their patients and families.
When I start thinking of the many blessings given to me
and my family, it gives me a wonderful feeling. Reunions
during this year with our immediate family, the Workman
family and the Burkeen family are just a few of the special moments. Also special remembrances are those with
Photo provided
Alice Rouse, publisher, Eric Walker, editor, and the rest of
ailing trees at Southwest
Local dads joined forces with their sons recently to replace
the Murray Ledger & Times crew, and members of my Phebian Sunday School Class and Sharon Wells Mission Group
Elementary School with new willow oaks from Greenscape Nursery. Cutting wood,
cirpick-up
the
school's
around
trees
First Baptist Church.
at
new
six
the
for
holes
digging
and
hauling limbs
Also a special thank you to the staff of J.H. Churchill
cle were: Mark and Michael Arnett, Mike and Hunter Garrison and Chris and Dain
Funeral Home, Imes-Miller Funeral Home, Churchill-Imes
Satterwhite. Richard Smotherman also helped with the project.
Family Funeral Home and Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home for the many calls I have made to them during
the year in writing the obituaries for publication; and to
all those who have submitted copy for births, engagements,
of
at least one day ahead of closed today in observance
BY TERI COBB
Christmas. Baked thicken, corn, weddings, clubs, schools, etc.
time to schedule your ride.
Activities director
May God bless each of you during this Christmas seaapples, biscuit, marcinnamon
Our exercise room is open
Murray-Calloway Count)
be on son!
will
orange
and
garine
Senior Citizens are located at Monday through Friday from the lunch menu for Meals on
607 Poplar St., Murray. Our 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who Wheels only.
phone number is 753-0929. are 60 and older are invited
Tuesday events include
Acteens of First Baptist Church will have a reunion on
Lunch is served daily at 11:30 to exercise at no cost, as well Strength and Stretch Class from
from 3 t o 5 p.m. in the FBC Welcome Center. All
Monday
a.m. for a suggested donation as take advantage of begin- 8 to 9 a.m. in the gym and
former Acteens are invited to join in this special
and
present
have
we
Support
Disease
classes
computer
Parkinson's
ning
of $1.50.
Parents are asked to let your "out of town"
time.
reunion
the
in
We offer transportation on to offer. Contact the center for Group at 12:30 p.m.
about this so they can attend. Acteens are
know
lunch
the
daughters
On
room.
education
information.
more
a daily basis from 9 a.m. to
chop,
children and pictures.
pork
their
be
baked
will
bring
to
menu
asked
Activities and menus for the
12:30 p.m. If you live in the
macaroni and tomatoes, green
been
have
26-30
Dec.
of
week
to
ride
city limits and need a
beans, corn bread, margarine
our center, the doctor, grocery released as follows:
yogurt.
and
Monday - the center will be
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) will be open Christstore, bank or pharmacy, please
Wednesday events include
Day, Sunday, from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. and again on New
mas
Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 to
These
9:30 a.m., Stride with Pride Year's Eve. Saturday, from 11 p.m. to after midnight.
now
is
group
The
holidays.
two
these
for
hours
special
are
Powder
meet,
not
Walkers will
Putt Pool play from 10 to 11:30 meeting at 615-1 South 12th St. in the Southside Shopping
a.m. and Pinochle Club at noon. Center behind Regions Brandi Bank. For information call Mitch
Shepherd's pie, tossed salad, at 753-9320 or Jeannie at 753-6197.
wheat roll, margarine and ice
cream will be on the lunch menu.
Thursday events include
Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray, will
Strength and Stretch Class at
8 a.m. On the lunch menu will be closed today. Sunday and Monday in observance of the
citeeai nte.riats,
be sliced turkey breast, creamy Christmas holidays, according to Ben Graves, director. The
corn, broccoli, roll, margarine library will reopen on Tuesday. but will close Dec. 31 and
and cherry cake with cherry Jan. 1 and 2 for the New Year's holidays. Hours of the library
• Drapery
HW1.641 N. MURRAY
frosting.
are .8 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday through Friday. 9 a.m. to 5
753-1725
• Specialty Rods
Friday events include Arm- p.m. Saturday and 1 to 5 p.m. Sunday.
• Custom Bedding
chair Aerobics at 8:30 or 9:30
Pride
with
Stride
a.m..
• Upholstery
meet. Board
not
will
Walkers
• Accessories
The Murray High School Fastpitch Club is selling nongames will begin at 9:30 a.m.
• Design Service
and Open Bridge at noon. sports specified shirts to raise money for the softball team.
• Custom Blinds Available Sausage egg casserole, hash Shirts are available in gray and pre-orders are being taken.
brown patty. buttered apples, This is a new design that was just developed and this will be
Christmas Decor
cinnamon roll, margarine and the only place that a shirt can be purchased. For more inforNow (*.ring ,11dre Man OW
ambrosia will be on the lunch mation call Jana Barnett at 753-0137 or Tami Winchester at
Frhrt;,
menu.
Garden Gifts
Murray-Calloway Senior Cit- 751-2808.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
izens Center is a United Way
agency.
4 DAYS
WATCH Center at 702 Main St.. Murray, needs aluminum
ONLY
cans for an on-going fund-raising project. These may be taken
DEC. 27, 28,
to the center during regular hours; or persons may drive through
29 & 30
the driveway on the west side of the center and place them
in the cotton wagon there anytime day or night; or may be
St
Open 9-5
donated ai Make A Difference Day.

SeniorAclivities

calf

Acteens reunion on Monday

AA will be open two holidays

Sewing
by Steven

Ilin
'

u.r er

•

Library closed for four days

& Gifts

STARTS CHRISTMAS DAY

RUMOR
HAS IT

=I)

Fastpitch Club selling shirts

75% OFF

THERE WILL BE NO
SHOWS AFTER 7:40 pm
ON CHRISTMAS EVE
AND NO SHOWS
BEFORE 6:00 pm
ON CHRISTMAS DAY

FOR SHOWTIMES
CALL 753-3314 OR 753-8084
OR GO TO THE CHERI WEBSITE

moviesnmurray.com

, 270-753-6361

WATCH needs aluminum cans

Nappy 71sI jinnkersary

Give the Gift
of Arbonne!

geczy& )(die all
to.eyour

Gift Certificates Available

lies/ d. 7Ir191r,es/
1.

http:/flivingproof.
myarbonne.com
Tiffany HjerPe, RN Nikki fijerPe

RBONNE AFTER CHRISTMAS SALE
NTERNATIO NAL

loulepruielet Connoltant

226-9501
226-9502

Need Line has promotion

prem.,Swiss Skin Care Products

50% OFF
All Christmas Items
tcludmpe Old World Orriarrwnti

STARTS MONDAY.DEC. 26TH

per4ve"c

Back Yard Burgers at Hwy. 121 Bypass. Murray, has a proget
motion for Need Line. A customer buying one burger
one free with a donation of a non-perishable food item from
now through Jan. 15. All food will be donated to Need Line
to help fill the needs of the community.

Electric Board to meet Tuesday

Murray Electric Board will have its monthly meeting on
Tuesday at 4 p.m. at the Carroll Conference Room, 205 North
Fourth St.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. Plans will be discussed for
Singles' New Year's Eve Dance to be Dec. 31 from 8 p.m.
to 12:30 a.m. at the Joe Creason Building, Benton. This is
open to all singles. For information call Mike at 759-3180 or
Pat at 489-2909.

400 Main St.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-767-0007

Visit the 12 Shops of

HAZEL
You know the value of planning and hard work
For every seed you plant now, you will be rewarded later
Throughout your life. you've planned and made smart decisions now
here's your reward
You deserve State Auto's Prime or Life plan for your home andcautos •
Find out more about Prime of Life and other State Auto products

HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY
John

211 S. 12th St.• Murray
753-3415

Aura.

STATE
Instrance Companies

DURING CLEARANCE
SALE DAYS!
DEC 26--JAN 14
09-1 Miclwa,9 between Murra9 & Paris

Fnends you ran depend on Since 1921
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BirthAnnouncement

Kiwanis club purchases units
for local 4-H Geology Project

Yusuf
Houston Bakar

a

Sara Houston Bakar, formerly of Murray, and Abdul Bakar
of Dayton, Ohio. are the parents of a son. Yusuf Houston
Baker, born on Saturday, Nov. 5, 2005, in Dayton.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 8 ounces and measured 22 1/4
inches.
Grandparents are Marilyn Houston and the late Leslie B.
Houston of Murray and Sahib and Abu Bakar of United Arab
I anirates.
Aunts and uncles are Lesley Brooke and Kevin Wayne Suiter of Murray. Aziz Bakar of Richmond. and others from United Arab Emirates.

Yusuf Houston Bakar

Local 4-H learning by doing
January is a great time to
jump into new exciting 4-H
activities. Youth involved in
4-H are
gaining
four
important
lifelong
skills
which are
mastery.
belonging,
generosity
and indeExtension pendence.
Notes
Mastery
By
is the
Ginny Harper focus of
Calloway
many of
County Agent our clubs
for 4-H/Youth
and project
Development
groups.
We have
two exciting leaders that will
be embarking on new project
activities this week. On
Tuesdays on Jan. 10, 17, 24
and 31. Dr. Durwood Beatty
will be providing instruction
and activities for youth in
Unit 2 and 3 Geology at the
Extension Office from 3:30
to 4:45 p.m. Call to sign
up for these sessions.
Trudy McFarland will
begin a new project group
of 4-H Knitting called the
Knit-pickers. She plans to
ifleet Jan. 9 and 23 from
;:30 to 5 p.m. at Glendale
Place. There will be additional monthly meetings in
February, March. April and
May.
This is the second year

r

A

for the curriculum in 4-H
Knitting with new project
materials. We had youth
compete in the Kentucky
State Fair and in the 4-H
Fashion Revue. Call,the
Extension Office to sign up
for this knitting adventure.
It is exciting how youth
gain skills and abilities that
might even impact their
future careers. McFarland
joined 4-H in Indiana as a
youth. She learned to make
Five Cup Salad at her first
4-H Club meeting from a
club member's demonstration.
She took that skill home and
made Five Cup Salad that
week for her family. That
salad is still one of her
favorites to make and she
went on to study communications and is a master,communicator today. It is exciting how 4-14 impacted her
life as a youth. I am excited that she is willing to
share her love of knitting
and communicating with
youth of community. This
is Mastery at work.
Upcoming Events:
IN The 4-H'Council will
meet Jan. 5 at 4 p.m. at the
Extension Office.
111 The Calloway County
4-H Teen Club will meet
Jan. 5 at 5 p.m. at the
Extension Office.
III Kentucky Volunteer
Forum forms due Jan. 13 to
the Extension Office.
III Master Food Volunteer
forms due Jan. 13 to the

Saturday, Docraisber 24. 2065 • 7A

Extension Office.
•Teens and adults willing to teach middle school
youth about work in a fun
hands on way will meet Jan.
6 at the Extension Office
from 4 to 10 p.m. Classes
will begin Jan. 24 and 26 at
Calloway County Middle and
Murray Middle.
III 4-H Archery meets
with Larry Benton on Mondays at 6:15 to 7:15 p.m.
Call for more information.
II Southwest Superstars
will meet Jan. 12 and 26
after school until 4:30 p.m.
•The Millennium Mutts
Dog Club will meet Saturday. Jan. 21. The Dog Club
leader is Karen Collins at
753-2294.
II The Community wide
Clover Bud Club will meet
Jan. 19 at the Calloway
Public Library from 3:30 to
4:10. All interested 6 to 8
year olds are welcome to
attend. Parents are to .
accompany their children to
the first meeting.
IN The Dusty Spurs Horse
Club will meet Jan. 12 at 6
p.m. at the Extension Office.
Will Blackford will be doing
a demonstration for the
group.
•Murray Calloway County 4-H Teen Club will attend
a 4-H Teen Lock-IN on Jan.
The deadline to sign
27.
up is Jan. 17 at the Extension Office. The cost is $7.

As a pan of its theme of
helping children. the Murray
Kiwanis Club has purchased
two Global Positioning System
units for use in the 4-H geology project. The presentation
was made by Bill Call. Kiwanis treasurer. to Durwood Beatty, 4-H geology volunteer
leader.
A GPS unit is a radio receiver that makes use of the Global Positioning system satellites
traveling 12.000 Miles above the
earth to locate a position on
the earth surface. "It's like having an extra pair of eyes."
Beatty said.
"In 4-H geology we use the
units to locate sites that are good %
for rock and mineral collecting. To get acquainted with
the technology we will first
use the units for geocaching,
which involves locating caches
Photo provided
or treasures hidden by someBill Call (left) treasurer of Murray Kiwanis Club, pateents
one else" added Beatty.
a check to Durwood Beatty. 4-H geology volunteer leader
The
volunteer
leader
explained "A typical cache "Caches are
located all over archaeological of geological
might be an army ammunition the country, usually on public
interest. Sometimes there is no
box or a Tupperware contain- lands rather than
on private hidden treasure hut instead there
er containing a supply of trin- property. Most folks
would not is an 'eartkaLlve or item of
kets, a pen and a log book. want someone hunting
in their significant natural interest. For
The person hiding the cache back yard.
Geocaching can be example one earth:ache withposts its latitude and longitude a great family activity."
in driving distance of Murray
on
the
Internet
at
Beatty added that GPS is an ancient meteor crater seven
geocaching.com. The GPS unit receivers are
handy for pinpoint- miles across, located to the
is used to locate the cache or ing locations of
historical. southeast of Clarksvilk, Tenn,
treasurer. A GPS unit may be
accurate to within three yards.
A person finding a cache often
will trade trinkets, and then
date and sign the log book
using his pseudonym. When
• \I vvsvc,i Tilt K
•FALl U.,• HAlkt vki
the finder returns home he may
log his find along with com•SUGARING •M ‘NICURES AND PIt)KtIUs
ments at geocaching.com."
•AROMATHIERAPN •BoDli WRAPS •Git Nits
"Handheld GPS receivers.
which can be purchased for
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
around $100 have allowed geoanted One (if.1m.-rios fastest Griming StIons
Ar
caching to develop into a worldAVEDA
Nton.-Ihurs
In 9-5, Sat.8-2
wide sport.- Beatty remarked.
cor
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1/terry Canitmas
May thejoy of Christmas brine you yeace and
hayyiness and may you keey it within your heart
throughout the coming year.

from the staffof

We at Primary Care MedicalCenter thank you
or thefaith you yrace in us Ely allowing us to be
your medicaldoctors. We wish you and yours a

f

holiday seasonfullof love, thejoy offamily
andgreat blessings ofgood health.

MEDICAL CENTER
Family Practice•Internal Medicine•Pediatrics
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As fuel costs rise, households Seasonal Shopping
getting heat for the holidays
By RYAN NAKASHIMA
AP Business Wnter
MILWAUKEE (AP)
When Sandy Turk learned her
81-year-old mother set her thermostat at a chilly 65 degrees to
save money this winter, she
thought of the perfect gift —
though it's about as much fun as a lump of coal in the stocking.
Turk, 57, bought three $50
gift certificates to help pay her
mother's natural gas bill.
"It's up to 68 now. It's very
pleasant," said her mother,
Phyllis Perry, who lives alone on
Social Security payments at the
Prairie du Sac home her husband
built in central Wisconsin.
Perry said she's careful to
turn the thermostat down to 64
and close the drapes and blinds
when she goes to sleep to keep
the costly heat in. "You have to
watch your pennies," she said.
Americans are doing everything they can to save money
and keep each other warm this
winter, when natural gas prices
are expected to rise 38 percent,
or $281 per household on average, according to the federal
Energy
Information
Adminisiration.
American
Electric Power Co., the nation's
largest power generator, said on
Tuesday that it is increasing its
earnings forecast for 2005, citing higher wholesale sales of
power and cold December temperatures.
Utilities across the northern
states are eapecting a rise in the
purchase
energy gift certificates as irs get downright
practical about the holidays.
"We anticipate that with the
higher energy prices this heating
season, we may see the most
participants ever." said spokeswoman Kanben Wilhelm of
Madison-based Alliant Energy
Corp., which began its energy
gift certificate program in 2001.
So far this year, Alliant has
sold 612 certificates, totaling
$48,870, compared to about 500
certificates a year for the last
five years. The company serves
some 400,000 natural gas customers in Wisconsin, Iowa and
Minnesota.
"They're a great little stocking stuffer, that's for sure," said
Mike Donovan, spokesman for
Orange- and Rockland Utilities
Inc., which has 123,000 gas customers in New York, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania.
"Home heating costs for gas
• customers are up about 40 percent That prompts the interest
People in New York are very
conscious about that.- '
But heating help is not just
for the hard-to-shop-for.
Social agencies say the need
for heating for the poor has skyrocketed along with the price of
fuel.
In Wisconsin, the number of
people who applied for federal
lump sum aid of around $300
under the Low-Income Home
Energy Assistance Program,
jumped from 98,989 in fiscal
2000 to 162.379 in fiscal 2005,
said administrator Tim Bruer.
"What we're seeing is an
increase in elderly and working
poor that are coming in today,
who because of their pride in the
past haven't come forward, bin
who have no place to turn now,"
Bruer said.
But funding for the program
has not kept pace with inflation
or increased demand.
Federal disbursements from
the fund last year were virtually
unchanged at around $1.9 billion since its start 1981, even
though the cost of living has
doubled over the same period
and eligible households have
risen from 20 million to 35 million.
Nationally. about 5 million
will receive assistance this winter. down from 7.1 million in
1981 despite the burgeoning
need. lobbyists say.
"The benefit has not
increased. The buying power is
about half of what it used to be,"
said David Fox. spokesman for
the lobby group Campaign for
Home Energy Assistance. "For
low-income households, those
cost increases are going to be
devastating. These are already

Fuel costs use
Natural gas prices are expected
to rise 38 percent, or $281 per
household on average the winter.

U.S. Natural gas residential
price, 2005
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people living on tite-eCige."
Congress is now haggling
over a proposed $3.2 billion in
funding for the program for this
winter, a figure that Energy
Secretary Sam Bodtair told
reporters Dec. 8 the White
House would support.
But debate is stalled as
Republican lawmakers attempt
to fund a $56 billion package of
tax cuts cut for the next five
years, said Rep. David Obey, DWis.
"The odds are if anything at
all is added, it will be one of the
table scraps that goes to the
poor," Obey said. "Everything is
being sacrificed to those tax
cuts."
While utilities have also
increased donations and solicitations for funds to help the poor,
do-it-yourselfei;s are taking matters into their own hands.

Hardware stores like Home
Depot say they are seeing higher
sales of energy-saving devices
like low-flow shower heads.
weather-stripping. programmable thermostats and water heater
blankets.
"We expect that demand to
continue, especially through the
New Year," said Home Depot
spokesman Yancey Casey.
"Especially with President
Bush's energy plan which gives
a tax credit for folks looking to
make energy efficient refurbishments to their homes."
The federal energy bill
President Bush signed in August
gives major tax breaks for fuelsaving home improvements
starting in the new year.
Several years ago, after her
husband died. Phyllis Perry
bought new efficient windows
and replaced her oil furnace with
a natural gas one to squeeze out
even more savings.
But her favorite place to sit is
still curled up on her couch
beneath an afghan. surrounded
QREG TRAVIS:Leoger & Times Photo
by her crocheting.
Jean Bailey (left) of Paris. Tenn.. and Carolyn McCord. of South Fulton. Tenn., spent
"It's really not too bad. And if
Wednesday morning Christmas shopping at Goody's in the Central Shopping
I know someone is coming. I
Center in Murray. Store clerks in the center noted that, in addition to local residents.
will turn it up a little," she said.
many of their customers were from communities such as Benton. Mayfield and
"When you're on a fixed
Paris.
income, you have to watch
where all those little dimes and
nickels go," said Perry's daughter, Turk. "I thought if she didn't
KEVIL, Ky. — Calloway County Middle contest. followed by classmates lies in Shelton
have to worry about that, it
would bring me a little comfort School students swept the eighth grade division of and Shauna Wicker. •
The competition was run by the West Kentuck)
knowing that she was at least the annual Fleet Reserve Association essay contest, held recently.
ERA Branch 223.
staying warm."
Calloway's Laura Orduna won first place in the

CCMS students sweep.essay competition
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2005 was good for farmers
Next year could be bright one, as well2005.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. — Despite weather
problems and other challenges, 2005 proved
to be another good year for Kentucky farmers. and indications are 2006 could be a
record for cash farm receipts barring any
'serious weather problemr or world econom-

kind of cash receipts we are earning.UK agricultural economists Infanger,
Will Snell, Lee Meyer, Steve Riggins and
Tim Woods conducted their annual farm
review and outlook last week at the
,Kentucky Farm Bureau convention in

Grower lawsuit settlements and Phase II
distribution payments accounted for another
$200 million. An estimated $475 million
was distributed when some farmers opted to
take lump sum buyout payments, and
approximately $200 million will be distributed in January when farmers not opting for
the lump sum receive their second buyout

Louisville.
a
Infanger noted that cash receipts are
Kentucky's farm economy, once nearly
y while
50-50 split between crops and livestock, increasing in western Kentuck
shift is payment.
The
y.
Kentuck
eastern
relies more on livestock today. The year decreasing in
In 2006, consolidation of growers will
on moving into the
2005 saw a strong .livestock sector, and based on poultry producti
on has dropped likely continue and it will likely take a 10economists don't foresee a downturn in west while tobacco producti
cent to 15-cent bump in burley tobacco con2006, said Craig Infanger, a University of in the east.
prices to keep grower interest.
High cash receipts, federal farm program tract
Kentucky College of Agriculture economist.
• U.S. corn growers produced their secbuyout money are
Meanwhile, grain prices have been on a payments and tobacco
farm income remains ond 11 billion bushel crop. The huge crop
roller coaster in 2005. UK economists esti- helping to ensure net
despite increased costs for will result in an increase in carryover stocks
mate that Kentucky will have farm cash relatively strong
and keep price rallies in check. Soybean proreceipts of just more than $4 billion in farm inputs.
also high in 2005 and growers
Net farm income in Kentucky is expect- duction was
2005, just slightly below last year's record
said. face a similar scenario of robust usage but
Photo provided
level. Next year's cash receipts could reach ed to be $1 billion this year, Infanger
carryovers.
This year, government payments will be building
Sharon Furches (left) accepts the 2005 Gold Star Award $4.14 billion.
Farm
ky
Demand continues to increase for corn
percent of net farm income.
of Excellence from Cathy Pleasants, Kentuc
Livestock cash receipts are up 6.3 percent about 26
and
tion
recogni
a
Riggins noted, and
during
Bureau state women's chair,
"Good farm income coupled with a high for use in ethanol.
in 2005, while grain receipts declined by 19
Farm
y
CCitlitt
ay
Callow
The
s is likely for
9.
Dec.
soybean
m
for
awards progra
land val- increased demand
percent. Equine, poultry and cattle make up level of USDA payments and high
tax changes,
Bureau was recognized for its women's program during
recent
biodiesel due to
all livestock receipts. Equine ues put Kentucky agriculture's balance sheet use in
the recent 86th Kentucky Farm Bureau Annual Meeting in 89 percent of
" he said. "This is the new energy bill and rising prices of enerreceipts are expected to exceed $1 billion for in a very favorable context,
Louisville.
right now. A gy
the second -time in history, making it the a strong agriculture sector
we will conmeans
y
• Kentucky fruit and vegetable produclargest sector of the state's farm economy at growing world econom
t
excellen
of
s
prospect
the
tion in 2005 likely will exceed $30 million.
23 percent:It is expected to reach about $1 tinue to have
market.
export
strong
a
Woods noted that Kentucky's horticulture
exports and we need
billion again in 2006.
-The USDA safety net and other pro- marketing area still is in the development
Poultry follows close behind with
through ,2007. One of the stage. Sales for the state's fruits and vegetareceipts totaling $907 million,. while beef grams are in place
earlier
meeting
its
annual
during
—
Ky.
LOUISVILLE.
be thinking about is what's bles come from farmers' markets, roadside
cattle receipts likely will reach $652 million. things we need to
Murray's Tripp Furches was this month.
and farm markets, cooperatives, produce
going to happen with a new farm bill."
Furches joins two other new
elected to the 32-member
Also contributing to the economic good
board.
the
to
auctions and other niche marketing areas.
elected
also
s
to
member
looks
2006
While net income in
Kentucky Farm Bureau board
times in Kentucky is the strong agricultural
Overall vegetable acreage could be down
that
concern
of
remain strong, some areas
export outlook. Infanger said.
slightly in 2006. Woods said, but higher
interng
may put a squeeze on it are increasi
"For the past two years, we've had record
value market channels should keep sales
said.
he
est rates and higher input costs,
or near record exports up over $60 billion a
Here are some additional highlights from steady.
Department of Agriculture
OWENSBORO, Ky. — Women in agriculture from across year and the U.S.
• Nursery crops are a $77 million industhe annual outlook conference.
Kentucky came together. in November for their 6th State is predicting that those will continue into
y. This industry, which
•Tobacco cash receipts are estimated to try in Kentuck
Conference. The three-day conference featured sessions focused 2006," he said. "Just keep in mind that
includes nursery crops, landscape and
on "Moving Forward - Farms in Transition."
Kentucky ag products drop below $300 million. This is down from
of
billion
St
about
of
number
a
for
held
were
As part of the conference, elections
greenhouses, has been increasing for the
market every year, so more than $400 million froni 2002-04. Snell
leadership positions within the organization. Also, Sharon Furches move into the export
past 10 years as growers take advantage ot
$240
farmers also received
of Calloway County was appointed by the board to serve the final we need a strong world economy and a said. However,
state's climate and geographical location.
the
in
buyout payments
year of a two-year term as secretary.
strong export market to continue to earn the million in their initial
ic downturns.

Tripp Furches elected
to Farm Bureau board

Sharon Furches appointed to final year of
Women in Agneulture secretary's post

T)5
3.4. tiptrrilitt
-Funeral *ant
We are proud to serve
this community and truly
appreciate your trust in us.
May the coming
season bring peace
and contentment for
you and your loved ones.
Terry & Karen Isaacs — Owners

Staff
Dallas Willoughby
Mike Garland
Don Wells
Jeremy Grogan
Ben Washam
Tim Palmer
Adam Nance

weessings,
t/ei seaso.ep
With joy in our hearts, we wish all our
customers,friends andfamilies a truly
joyous holiday season.
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Notice

The Board of the Murray Calloway
Transit Authority is pleased to make
available the yearly audit. Any request
for a copy of the audit will need to made
in person and in writing at the Murray
Calloway Transit Authority, 607 Poplar
St. Suite B. For more information please
call 753-9725.
Bjarne A. Hansen
MCIA Executive Director
metaCcumurray-ky.net
www.murraytransit.com

e
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TOBACCO and and
barn for rent 489-2116

EMI
Lost and Found

•4*

GREAT
HOMETIMEi

JUST give us a cell,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

CHRISTMAS
WITHOUT SHANNON

,
4414
ir)
Alk

Christmas without you here.
can never possibly be rhe same.
But I carry an Angel within my heart:
one 10 precious. Who has sour name.

Call 753-1916

• New & Improved
Pay Pftgl
s.Teams up to
$1 10,000/Yr1
• Excellent Miles'
• Teams and Solos
• Guaranteed
Annual Raises'
• Sian-On &
Referral
Bonuses'
• NO NYC
No HazM at
No Canada
CAPE
MO
Jp,
Call Today'

Fri., Dec. 23'• Lobo Loggins • $4 Cover
Fri., Pet. 30°- Tommy Aker$ Inc • $3 Gayer

4.

An AngelPierer Marching over us.
at Christmas. time, and over the year.
Although ,rou can't be here anymore.
inside our hearts. you are so near

•

COT

DRIVERS! A job
not a lifestyle!
'Get home weekends
& throughout the week!
'Salary avg $8504-/wk
'Dedicated
regional
fleet
'Big sign-on bonus
CDL A + 7 Mo OTR req.
Call 1-800-851-8651
kbtransportation.com

There is no special presentfor you,
wrapped up under the free.
But I hate a greater gift to give to you:
all the love you can stillfeelfrom us.

UPCOMING SPECIAL EVENTS

No Christmas rune without visa here,
could not ever possibly be the same.

* *

800-325-6040
Ext 19 or 32

Ar.

Shows start @ 8:30PM
SPECIALTY BURGERS & PIZZAS
731.232.6066
Shcs
LEV1SGUITARBAR.COM 5itt”
'
CAI 31"- The Huck/ekrris - $10
Sat. Jan. 7"- Whiskey Triers Show
Hwy. 121 South 15 Miles
roth TI.. Ister & C,•p Theraoy
Buchanan. Tennessee
Winter Hours:
NO ONE UNDER 21 AFTER 8 P.M.
- a.rotato.
ThUre-Sun •4PM-1AM
-sv
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060
Help Wanted

Red & hite dog lost near
Nan Cleave Rd. If seen,
call 753-7500. Reward for dog.
060

\
Call us we will be
glad to help.

Help Wanted

ACCEPTING applicaMurray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

tions at Rudy's, 104 S.
5th St. No phone calls.
please!

PUBLIC

SHINING
Stars
Daycare is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: toddler teacher/
preschool
teacher,
atterschool
teacher
and
substitutes.
Experience desired If
you are interested in
applying for any of
these positions, call
759-0010

NOTICE

CITY OF MURRAY
INVITATION TO BID
Interior Renovation for
Historic Murray Post Office Renovation
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Sealed bids for the interior renovation package for the Historic
Murray Post Office Renovation, Murray, Kentucky 42071 will be
received until 2:00 p.m. Central Daylight Time, January 17,
2006 in the office of the City Administrator, City of Murray, 104
North Fifth Street, Suite B, Murray, Kentucky 42071. Bids will
be publicly opened at that time.
All bidders must be contractors qualified to perform commercial
work in the State of Kentucky. Bidder's name must appear on
the envelope containing the bid. Otherwise the bid, will not be
opened. 'Additionally, the bidder shall include the name and
qualifications of the contractor applying to bid plumbing and
HVAC, on the outside of the envelope containing the bid; otherwise, the bid shall not be opened orconsidered.
Three complete sets of Drawings and the Project Manual (the
Bid Documents) will be provided to interested bidders and can
be picked up at the office of the City Administrator. Additional
sets of Bid Documents may be obtained for the cost of printing,
shipping. and handling, to be paid by the Bidder, from Paducah
Blueprint (270-444-6171). Only complete sets of Bid Documents
will be issued. Drawings will also be available for review at the
office of the City Administrator.
Bids must be accompanied by a bid bond or certified check in the
amount of not less than 5 percent of the bid. The Contractor to
whom this contract is awarded•will be required to furnish a
Performance Bond, and a Labor and Payment Bond in amounts
of 100 percent of the contract amount. Bonds shall be furnished
on AIA Document A312, unless otherwise approved by the
Owner.
The Bid envelope should.include the Bid form with the original
signatures and two additional copies of the completed bid form.
The Owner reserves the right to reject bids, and to waive informalities in bidding.
Any claim of error in a bid must be presented in writing to Mr.
Buddy Ferguson at Looney Ricks Kiss by noon the next working
day following the bid opening if a contractor wishes to withdraw
their bid without forfeiture of their bid bond. No bid may be
withdrawn for thirty(30)days after that time without forfeiture
of the Bid Bond or the approval of the Owner.
Deadline for addenda and clarification of intent of the
Documents is two working days before the bid date.
Conditional bids will not be accepted.
Attention of Bidders is particularly called to the requirements to
conditions of employment to be observed and minimum wage
rates to be paid under the contract, Section 3, Segregated
Facility, Section 109 and E.O. 11246 and Title VI. Minority bidders are encouraged to hid.
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

irt*
TrE
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BRITTHAVEN

of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for
a
full-time
Scheduling
Clerk.
Applicant must be a
C.N.A. or C.M.A. We
offer competitive pay
and benefits. Appty in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street (HWY 641S)
Benton. KY 42025. No
phone calls please,

EOE/AAE

Hiring cook and
host/hostess.-Appl
in person Mon.-Fri.
at 616 N. 12th
Street. Murray.
No phone calls.

OUR TOP SALES REPS
EARN OVER $50K/YR
Mediacom is seeking Direct Sales
Representatives to promote and sell cable
and Internet services to the Western and
Central Kentucky areas. Responsibilities
will include selling cable and Internet
services through telephone and door-todoor •campaigns. This commission sales
position includes writing installation
orders for service, collection of account
funds, and performing subscriber audits.
Mediacom offers a flexible work schedule,
competitive commission structure and a
comprehensive benefit package. The successful candidate will hold a satisfactory
driving record and reliable transportation.
High School Diploma or equivalent and
strong communication skills are essential
for success. Applications will be accepted
until positions are filled at:

Mediacom
Attn: Karen Bast
90 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
Or fax resume to: 270-527-2126
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
MEDIACOM IS AN
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Jackson Purchase Medical (enter has
immediate full-time openings for
RN and/or LPN positions
.
in Med/Surg on 7a-7p. Excellent
salaries, shift differentials and benefits
Qualified applicants may fax or mail
resume and references to.IPMC FIR
Department or complete an application
at the address below.
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Human Resources Department
Suite 402
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Fax: 270-251-4443
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Fri., Dec. 23 at I IAN
Fri., Dec. 23 at 5PM
Thurs., Dec. 29 at 5P
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Fri., Dec. 10 at I 1 AIv
Fri., Dec. 30 at 5PM

A paper will NOT be printed on
Monday, December 26 and Monday, January 2.

please call Jill or Julie at 753-1916.
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Support
INSIDE
Specialist.
Pella
Window and Door is in
need of entry level
Support
Inside
Specialist.
position
involves
product
demonstrations, technical assistance for
walk in customers.
preparing customers
for outside sales team
contact and general
office duties. Individual
must be energetic, an
excellent communicator, well organized, and
have strong computer
skills. Please fax cover
letter and resume to:
336-346-3864.

SAFETY
advisirs
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1 pm only! 1800-578-8799

DEADLINE
Thurs., Dec. 22 at 5P

PUBLICATION
Shopping Guide for
wk. of 12/26
Tues., Dec. 27
Wed., Dec. 28
Shopping Guide for
wk. of 1/2
Tues., Jan 3
Wed., Jan 4

part time
HIRING
kitchen help and waitstaff Tues-Sat 4-9PM
Call for interview
(270)345-2225

PADUCAH Sun is looking for an independent
newspaper carrier in
the Murray'area Call
(270)575-8714
for
more info.

9428

Due to Christmas and
New rear's, some of the
classified deadlines will change.

Closed Christmas Day
MERRY CHRISTMAS
SHANNON
5j475
8-5-97

••
26
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$8.23 First Day 20 words or less
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Caerfv' °ver w
MOR.
r.,r
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FALL SERVICE
DIRECTORY
J&L RENTALS MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.
270-436-5496 • 270-293-6906

If you would like your business to be featured
in the Fall Service Directory,
please call Till or Julie at 753-1916
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Nip Wanted
POSTAL JOBS
•
$15.22 to $21.62/hr,
now hiring. For application and free government lob into, call
American Associationof Labor 1-913-5998042,
24
hours.
Employment service.

Murray based corporate headquarters of
natidnwide freight transportation company is
seeking experienced or degreed individuals for
entry to intermediate level, full-time positions
with realistic advancement potential for careerminded individuals. These positions require
working knowledge of computers, telephones,
excellent communication skills, attention to
detail, and familiarity with general office procedures. Fast exposure to,the transportation
industry a plus. Available positions include:

POSITION available
immediately
which
requires
thorough
lOiewledge
of
LANIWAN
systems.
netwgrks, and applications. CCNA preferred
Ability to handle multiprotects simultaneously.
Wireless
Networking. Routing,
Switching, Firewalls.
and network security.
Advanced
technical
diagnostic and troubleshooting
skills
required. Send resume
to HR. P.O. Box 1249,
Murray, KY 42071

We offer a competitive compensation and benefits package. Replies are kept confidential.
Responsible and eager 'individuals seeking a
career opportunity are encouraged to fors), a, I
their resume to:

PASCHALL
SERVICES•INC
Human Resources

P.O. Box 1889
Murray. KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

11's thof time of year, and

everybody wants to get
out of the house But
before you go, lust make
a simple phone col and
ask for "Vacation Pak:
That way you won't
miss a single th7

w.
2

A
St

SOMEONE to work
Odd lobs in exchange
for cheap rent and partial utilities paid 7621016
090
Domestic 8 Childcare
D'S Cleaning Service
753-3802

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

Finance — Fast paced. deadline sensitive
check processing and fiting.

Customer Service
Sales experience preferred. Requires strong organizational skilI
and sense of urgency.

RENT A Center at 710
N 12th St, Murray
across from the football
stadium is faking applications and resumes in
the store only Must be
21 years old Valid driver's license and clear
a background check

Going on
Vacation?

Fleet Management — Day and night shifts
available with some weekend work possible.

Marketing — ',Sales experience required.
Discuss contract. fallow-up on insurance
requirements, and finalize the negotiation.

CI
Help Waned

When you come bock,
catch up on Garfield,
your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials
We'll deliver you'
'Vocation Pak"
w1len you return

Call 270-753-1916
Circulation Department
and ask for

"Vacation Pak."

I °maim OT
LEDGEROLLMES
1001 Mitnell Ave., Murray, KY

a
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CLASSIFIEDS

Ledger & That's

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Open Mon-Fri, 9-5; Sat. 9-2
yr, 1m

841N, 2 miles on right
in r,cill
1

MIRACLES
Detail
housecleaning
and
construction clean up.
26 years experience.
References If interested, please call 7679428
NEED your home or
business cleaned? Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380
SHINING
Stars
Daycare is accepting
enrollment applications
for children ages 8
weeks to 12 years of
age. Our hours of operation are SAM-6PM If
you are interested in
applying, please call
759-0010

r

liffiltoirosters
MOM COMPUTERS
Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

1505 Dtuguld Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
ALcepong Applications

HD Televisions
Come by SOON. 4th St.
& see our large selection of HD televisions.
DLP. LCD, Plasma, &
Rear
Protection,
Brands
include
Toshiba, JVC, LG.
Zenith & Sanyo. We
also carry TV carts &
Entertainment Centers
Financing available .
No payments, no interest until January 07.
For more info call
Beasley's 759-0901
SALE
Beautiful
SEQUIN
PURSES Many styles
& great variety. Perfect
gift idea Peddler's Mall
Booth 40 (Behind
Sirloin Stockade)
Appliances
Large Se le:- -r,

[
11111
9ant

USED
APPLIANCES

Buy

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all. Cal
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. • Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
150
Articles
For Sole
(40) T cedar posts 12
aluminum row boat
3,000 watt generator
Ladder racks and tool
box off Ford pickup
767-0958, 519-8570
BLUE tile top double
pedestal dining table
with 6 chairs, natural
finish, 5200, 40 gallon
L.P. gas water heater,
$50. 270-753-3803
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
FREE
4-room satellite system.
DVFI & HD
Upgrades
FREE.
$19.99 per mo. for 3
mo. + 23 channels of
HBO. Cinemax, &
Showtime FREE for 3
months. For more info
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

10
ay
ph• in
be
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.ar62-
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GRANDFATHER
Clocks custom made
by local craftsman
using local hardwoods
walnut, cherry or oak.
270-761-3408
GRANDFATHER
Clocks, top of the line
MSRP $3,600 00 sale
priced only $897.50.
Also, minor blemish
grandfather
clocks
at
only
starting
$100.00. 270-492-6211
WHITE satin wedding
dress
w/
capped
sleeves, size 16. 5200
Call
270-753-6909
after 5PM.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

t

Afters
For tials

Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

1()KREsi v
1'1 ;

TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths? Both priced in
the $50's Cal
642-6438 today!

BOY

GIRL

1BR, all appliances
$325
I year lease, no pets
753-4937, 753-1951

1 bedroom 1 bath
2 bedroom, 2 bath
All appliances furnished NO PETSl
Venture Property Mgt
767-9111
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at 5200/mo
753-4109
1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
& 3811 apts available Please call 7538221

11 Repos left. Must be
moved by December
15th f Hurry 12 price
sale 731-584-4926

1611 apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444

3BR 2BA Unbelievable
$13,6951 Hurry 1 only!!
731-584-9430

1BR, I bath, near
downtown, deposit and
references required.
293-8462

AWESOME 28x80 4BR
3BA $39.900! Lot
model only! Call nowl
731-584-9109

1BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts . starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118

3BR
REDUCED
mobile home and lot,
514.500 753-6012

1BR, low utilities, no
lease required. $225
month no pets 7533949
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118

Send $10 payment, photo,
name of baby, date of birth,
weight & length, parents' names*
and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
Murray Ledger & Times

Weight:
Length:

611 Bailey Rd 2 bedrow
1-1/2
bath
.Sf6rage space, all
appliances, washer.
dryer, $450 month
Deposit, 1 year lease
753-4108

1,000 sq. ft office o
retail. 1608 121 N
Bypass). 753-5690

1 and 2 OR furnished
apts Coleman RE 7594118

lbs 14 tit• 21-1/2"
Justin ik Emily McGill

Date of Birth:

2B11, all appliances.
$500/month.
Story
ave (270)767-9948
Available 1/1/2006.

No pets

Brody D. McGill
Jul)10. 2005

3 Of 4 BR duplex, 1,650
sq ft. 1 car garage. at
appliances, $740

LOTS for rent 7539866
300
Business Rentals

NICE 2BR
753-9866

•IBR 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335
•21311, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, w/d, $425
•1BR, 1 bath, with
study. wid, $350.
753-7559

753-3853

WARIEV OF 200C FORI4

ri

Extended stay Rooms
available, all furnished.
all utilities. water electric, phone and cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room.
5400/month,
$150
deposit. Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit, Call for information,
(270)7538407

21311
2BA
1993
Clayton. Stove, dishwasher, micro, some
furniture, front steps,
and rear deck. Call
492-8192

Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

r ii

NAME OF CHILD
SINGLE AND DOU
BLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call todaY
at 731-642-6447.

Apirtmerie For Fent

'All Size Units •

at 4.• •

Call (270) 753-1970
im
k; I s„I

Firewood

BEACHNEO
r-----1
MINI-STORAGE

ACTUAL SIZE OF SPACE

I.

LARGE
38R,2BA
$295 753-6012

2005 CLOSE OUTS
Singiewides
and
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
$1,000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438

si • Thu:4%. kl

Hash: Rout slat
,1 m
)0
It. ite s

MASSEY
Ferguson
tractor Less than 175
hours See at Crouse
Motors Call Bill 2275418

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre, $11,500 7536012

Share your precious new
arrival by submitting
a photo ofyour
baby born in 2005.

‘‘

211.Alloom tow'thou,
central Itoal &.111

Meek Homes For Rent

FIREWOOD $50 a rick
(270)527-8368

Meet the Babies
of 2005!

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.jz
3
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Fenn Equipment

MOSSBERG
835
Ultimag, walnut, 28
blued; Mod & Full;
2.75"/313.5"
shells;
manual & safety lock;
near new. $250 7531635 after 5

'saw/Oa+ I ar, routre-r 24 2tal5 •SR

FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St. now accepting
applications for lbr
apt, basic rent $330;
month_
2
BR
Townhouse, basic rent
$360.00. Call 7531970. Leave Message.
LARGE 2BR duplex All
appliances
831
Glendale Rd $450
month 759-5885, 2937085
LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom, all appliances Brooklyn Dnve
Call 270-435-4382
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340 00
3BR $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEWLY built 2B11 2BA.
Close to university
QUIET area. Water and
garbage pickup included. Washer and dryer,
$500 per Month. 7532225. 759-1509

Name of
Parents:

Name

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1811 From $280
2BR From $325
Cell Today!
753-8668.

26R apartment Gas
heat, central air, stove,
refngerator dishwasher, washer & dryer
$400 month Available
1.15/06 436-2165

SMALL 1BR, no pets,
water paid 753-5980

2BR, central gas heat,
central air $275 and
up some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118

VERY roomy, 2br,
2 bath, garage. C/1-1/A.
All appliances, I year
lease, 1 month deposit.
no pets. 753-2905

Look into our new photo reprints!
COnveniant online purchase
Mailed directly to you
70 year fade life
35mm quality

By

•

Publication Date: 1/16/06
Deadline to submit photo and information: 1/10/06
For more information, call
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown at 753-1916

Apartments For Rent
WALK
TO
MSUl
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covpicnic
ered
area
5275/mo unfurnished
$325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164

1BR, use of common
areas
Utilities furnished Near MSU
Coleman RE
7539898

..••••••'

—

CASH-IN'

ON THE CLASSIFIEDS

Mouses For Rent
500
2BR, $265/mo 3BR,
$495/mo 978-0742

iCoir li
f
awriesi
il Prop. For Rent

Ferns For Sea

Used buds

3811 IBA, city school
district, walk t MSU
and Robertson, no
pets. 55001mo. deposit
and lease required_
759-1552

COMMERCIAL or retai
750 up to 3.000 sq ft
restrooms
Olenly
Of
parking.
excellent location near
)udicial building 404 N
4th St complex 7593772

RANCH Style House &
10 5 acres, 1 mile from
SW school. 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop. 4
stall horse barn. 22x40
equipment
shed.
5224.900 Shawn by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992

1998 Ford F150 XLT
White excellent condition. 57.100 0130 7594851. 759-9523

38R, 2 bath. Camelot
Subdivision Available
immediately
$695
month (270)435-4602.
293-4602

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located 720 S. 4th St.

at

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTOR AGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

PARIS, TN Best location. court square. west
side 2 story, 2,500
floor
per
sq.ft,
(270)489-2116 leave
message
Commerical Prop_ For Rent

Visit our licsmopageo at:
www-murroyiedgor-com
for tracers dotal's.
It's Quick & Easy_

Phone

no other information will be listed

NICE 2BR duplex 7537457 or 436-6357
NICE large 1BR furnished ($385) or unfurnished ($3351 All appliances including washer
and dryer. 759-5885
293-7085

Babies 2005
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

707 South 12th Street
South Center 1.200
sq ft. 710 sq ft 7531252, 753-0606
AUTO sales/clean up
shop for rent 510 S
4th $500 a month Call
502-228-4633

VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres Office space. 2
bathrooms equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location Call 753-2905 or
293-8595

380
Pets & Supplies
9 mo old female
English Bulldog well
trained,
$1 800
(270)705-1299
Registere
AKC
Chocolate Lab pup
pies Ready now 759
1102
DOG Obedience
Master Traine•
436-2858

1-285 acres Owne,
available
financing
(270)489-2116 leave
message
1BR duplex excellent
investment opportunity
can be residential or
commercial Available
today! Call Grey s
Properties 293-8462
TWO story brick apart
ment building with 5
Iwo-BR units Excellent
income -producer
$125,000. 270-7534109 270-227-1545

11111
Home For Sib
FOR SALE
OR RENT
20 beautiful acres.
House Close to
Murray.
753-9075.
227-2191
I lain For Rent

I

TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116
Used Cars

FOR SALE
1998 Buick
Century Custom
79,000 miles.
new tires, blue
with blue cloth
interior.
Excellent
condition.
55.000
Call 753-7952
after 5 p.m.
2000 Cadillac Sedan
Deville 84.000 mi
condition.
great
$10,000 Call 753-1275
MIST SELL!
00 Montana
57K miles loaded
$6,750
97 Miata Cony
54K miles 56.550
1270)227-1057
1990 Ohismo8lle--86--24.000 act melee 29
TWOS per gal 53.900
(270)345-2438

436-5141 A-AtFORDABLE Hauhng Clean
Out garages gutters
junk.& tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRk New
Roofs. all Types 29
years experience Call
Carters
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
'A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning_ Cleaning out
sheds junk clean up
436-2867
A-1 Joe Lambs Tree
Service
Complete
removal MI-erring etc
13 years experience
436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
•
437-3044
AFFORDABLE floor
care Carpet cleaning.
stnpping and waxing
27 years expenence
Weekly and monthly
maintenance
rates
Commercial and residential Call Joe for
tree estimates JI &
Floor
Sons
Care
731)642-8721
Or
(731)336-4074
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling additions
porches. decks. 'sun
rooms vinyl siding
mobile home repair
saqq,,,Q fio

/errnit4,

,

ANDRUS'Excavating
'Certified septic
installation
•Custom dozer
backhoe service
'Ponds
•Deveways
ensured
753-9503. 978-0343
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
12701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKNOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work &Ina
hoe

c'a C Renovation and
Remodeiing,
We care about your
home Home repairs.
additions decks, roofing floor covenng,
landscaping. siding
"FREE ESTIMATES"
Call (270)753-1499 or
731 l247-5464
perobertsoe* wk. --er

C "-iuiaht.knoot rk,
PO

Ove,
4,,
1K A

• 753-7728
ONJ HANDYMAN —
We do all the 000 !AIL/S
VDU dont have time
for
293-5438

Noir& a

DIM% At
kriellamelii 14'
20 yew% Espeitiellee
I re* ekliteeles.

2264)505
ELECT RICIAN
New Const 11401101:111*
or trouble Uc. and rm.
w 30 yrs cap Cal
7091

6B • Saturday, December 24, 2005

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
•VInvl Siding & Fencing 44ohile Hor,
•Bricli 'All External Cleaning

CLASSIFIEDS

l'\Ws! IZ
I \t \‘‘II\I. I It
Ii

lit

I'ML.

,2-111,
Nollet

IrAtiJben- Irittiare

.Acid Cleaning Available
•VVe L'seHui WAtrf •Parlung Lots & DrIsen...1.\ •

David Borders
(270)527-7176 or(270) 293-0939
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
*For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawnipatio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No Job too small
•Free estimates
753-8858

SIGN UP NOW
for 2006
Lawn Services.
Affordable pricing*

492-8192

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Maim Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
Ir.t 7l)l 753-1113
Calloway
Trash Service
•LOWEST PRICE
II RELIABLE

•RATES AS LOW AS
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub &
tree trimming
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

$15,140

761-3740 293-404S
SIMMONS S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Cail
767-0958 and 270519-8570

Murray Ledger & Times

Aspen cribs recalled
suffocation
hazard
WASHINGTON

(AP)— About 104,000 Aspen 3-in-1 cribs
have been recalled due to the suffocation hazard the wooden
cribs' mattresses pose to young children.
The cribs, sold under the Graco trademark and manufactured by Simplicity Inc., have screws on the wooden mattress
support that can come loose, allowing a portion of the mattress
to fall and pose a suffocation hazard. The company has
received 14 reports of screws becoming loose, including eight
incidents of trapped children. Five injuries to children, including scratches and bruises to the head and face, have been
reported. One child was reported to have turned blue.
The recalled cribs have a model number 8740KCWSC,
which is printed on an envelope attached to the mattress support. Only specific cribs manufactured between July 2003
through April 2005 are recalled.
Department stores and children's product stores sold the
product nationwide from August 2003 through May 2005.
For additional information, consumers should contact the
company at (800i 784-1982 or visit http://www.simplicityforchildren.com. Pictures of the crib and additional recall
information can be found at the U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission Web site at fittp://www.cpsc.gov.

Horoscope
for
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Monday, Dec. 26, 2005:
'Zero in on what you want this
y ear. You can make your dreams
come true if you want to. You
have a natural gift for drawing
others in and mobilizing their
energy. Network, broaden your
horizons and incorporate new
friends into your life. You will
naturally be expansive. Make a
wish list for your birthday and
the new year. Knowing what you
want is step one. Going for your
goals will be step two. If you are
single and you want a relationship. it can be yours. You will
find that a friendship plays into
your romantic life. If you are
attached, together choose a wish
that you want to make a reality.
Watch it happen! You will bond
as a result, SCORPIO is always
your friend.

BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Tliesday, Dec. 27, 2005:
Your spirit and determination
will be tested. Often, the solution
will come from your ingenuity
and creative risk-taking. You will
always be on top if you flow
with events and the moment.
Emphasize your goals. You will
have the drive to follow through
and come out a winner. A partnership could be difficult, but
friends support you on your journey. Network and broaden your
horizons. If you are single, you will rneet someone who could
knock your socks off. Get to
know this person slowly and
don't take any risks. If you are
attached, you might want to separate your finances, as you often
disagree. Keep the peace.
SCORPIO paves the way to the
winner's circle.

'Fhe Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

Study says 7 million teens
would flunk treadmill test

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** If you can avoid dealing
with money matters, do so. Many
people, including yourself, could
be cranky. Pull back and maybe
take a nap. Be low-key in whatever you take on. Listen to a
loved one's trepidations. Tonight:
Say thank you or write thank-you
notes.
By LINDSEY TANNER
of fitness. He said the results poor fitness.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
AP Medical Writer
•' show that"at a time in life when
The study included 2,205
*** You could easily find yourCHICAGO(AP) — About a :Adolescents and young adults adolescents and 3:1 110 adults
self in a rage, feeling like you
A study in the Journal of the
have had enough. Though you
American Medical Association
third of U.S. teens would flunk a should be at peak levels of fit- aged 20 to 49 who participated
finds that 33.6 percent of Amen- love your family. you could be
treadmill fitness test, a new ness, there's in fact a very high in the 1999-2002 surveys.
tired of the complaining or your
can adolescents are identified
of very low fitstudy shows, meaning that more prevalence
About 14 percent of the
role. Hence, let others do everyas having low fitness as cornthan 7 million youngsters could ness."
adults showed a poor level of
partd to 13.9 percent of adults. thing for a change. Tonight:
Accept an invitation.
The analysis of nationally fitness, but that underestimates
face higher risks for heart disEstimated prevalence of low
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
representative
data
from
govthe
true
number
ease later in life.
who are _unfit
fitness in the U.S. population
*** You might feel a bit down
While that finding is not sur- ernment health surveys by because adults with high bliod'
or tired after all the festivities.
Black
CD White
Others will work or run some
prising — given previous Northwestern
University pressure and other cardiovascuOther
In Me xican-Amencan
errands. Don't let a disagreeable
research showing that about 16 researchers found that 34 per- lar risk factors were exclude('
Percent
40
person get to you. Right now, do
percent of U.S. schoolchildren cent of girls and boys aged 12 to from the treadmill test, said lead
35
your thing and what you are good
are seriously overweight — it's 19 showed a poor level of car- author Mercedes Carnethon.
at. Tonight: Make it an early bed3Q
time.
"very concerning," said Dr. diovascular fitness on an 8Teens and adults with poor
25'
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
fitness were two to four times
avid Ludwig, director of the minute treadmill test.
20
**** Laugh and don't worry.
The tests became faster and more likely to be overweight or'
obi, program at Children's
about the practical details of life.
15
You probably enjoy yourself more
steeper after a 2-minute obese than those considered
Hospil Boston.
10
Than many. Perhaps get on your
Ludwig, who was not waning% and a rapidly increas- moderately or highly fit, the
5
1
hands and knees and share a
ADOLES,C.:EFITS
involved in the study, called ing heart rate after just a short study found: Waist size, cholesnew toy with a child. Smile, laugh
Female Male
Female Male
treadmill tests a good measure period of exercising defined terol levels and blood pressure
and enjoy. Tonight: In a mistletoe
SOURCE JAMA
AP. mood.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
also we bigher in those in the ** Though you could be tired,
low fitness.category.
you still might enjoy a family
ik Et
Et L_LJ IE
The study', appears in member to no end. You might not
have to participate, lust be there.
Wednesday's Journal of the Others Mild definitely be out of
American Medical Association. sorts. Steer clear if you can.
"We've known for a long .Don't get uptight; you're ,not
time that there's a.trend toward responsible. Tonight: Your home
is your castle.
declining physical activity". 'VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
among U.S. Bliildren, said **** People call from out of
Camethon, an assistant pftes- nowhere. Perhaps you have to
travel or someone is coming
sor of preventive medicine at
back into town. You can muster
Northwestern,. The study shows up the energy to handle whatevthis "is now being reflected by er you need to. Your enthusiasm
the prevalence of poor fitness." comes back later in th'e day.
Tonight: Get into the moment.
Ett_CtIsJIDIECO
Average cholesterol levels LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
were about 10 points higher for **** You might find an associT1f5E NEW star' CAMERAS ARE GETTHG A
OKAY, EVERYONE LET'S GIVE THE AUTOMATED CAMERA
youngsters in the low fitness ate, friend or loved one disrupLITTLE TOO
A NICE CHRISTMAS SMLE ON, C'MON,FOR PETE'S SAKEI
SMART, IF
SURELY YOU CAN 00(SETTER THAN THAT'
category than for those consid- tive. You don't see eye to eye
with this person. Worry lesS and
YOU ASK ME
ered highly fit. Blood pressure make it through a hassle. You
differences between , categories might want to buy yourself that
one item you didn't get. Tonight:
C
was not as dramatic.
Make it easy.
About 4 percent of the, girls SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
andilmost 2 percent of the boys **** How you view someone
:
already had high blood pressure.- could change radically. You have
1
111
Also, 2 percent of girls and 7 always respected this person,
but you find his or her attitude
percent of boys had metabolic and cantankerous nature hard to
a
syndrome, a cluster - of symp- deal with. You're not the only
toms that includes -big. waists one!Avoid a fight or sharici words.
FCIFt EtE.1-1-1EFI cor WCIIRSECE)
and higher levels-for blood pres- Tonight: Indulge.
PetE WiT3-1 WELL HAvE Pi &coo
ON,my &oski 1H5.2E HE I CAN'T
is THAI" w
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
THINK
19/ A z.TE.g Paor, H0131)4Y,S4OrET64121. 11157, MTH AN. sure, blood sugar and choles- 21)
• you LEAD AN
I HOPE.ivitem you
0er2
6uy?//
AMAZIN6 LIFE,
-rketze,
6
come sar,ocit.ic•ti_
terol, which increase the risk for ** You might want some space
eta ABE:1N
ura.1. e,ECeMPETMON,
or time alone.- Make this request
yes,imet.c.
PAUL WARREN
heart disease.
Joe
AND I EimeNrr
or plan your day accordingly. You
EACH OVER
"While adolescents aren't at still have some must-do errands
FOR OYER 1:1 YEAR
risk for heart diseate in the short or a project that needs completterm," Carnethon said, "this has ing. Let yourself relax. Tonight:
important implications for the Make it your night.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
long term health of youth in the **** Catch up with friends and
United States."
share recent news. You might
The researchers did not cal- feel as'If ,someone is unusually
difficult or hard to deal with,
culate how many youngsters
. Perhaps he or she Is exhausted
GoirkFlIFIEL.CPC_FID
were in the moderately and porn all the excitement. Tonight
highly fit categories and did not Where you are happy.
have data on what percentage of AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Others could be cold and
people in each of the three cate- austere. Don't take their attitudes
gories had high blood pressure personalty. Why not head out the
and tither cardiovascular risk door and 'either get some extra
work done or visit with an older
factors, Carnethon said.
friend or loved one? He or she
The average body-mass will appreciate you. Tonight: Out
index for boys and girls was as late as you want.
within the normal range, but for PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Detach from your
adults it was 27, or in the over- immediate
surroundings. You will
weight range. A BMI of 25 to 29 be a lot happier as a result,
is considered overweight; 30 Others can be difficult. You also
F"EINA\JUITSO:)
could lose patience, as you have
and over is obese.
been very nurturing and are tired.
The study "really highlights Take a drive to relax. Tonight:
BUT I SHOULDN'T
WERE'S THE WORLD WAR I
I WONDER
that there's a problem," said Dr. Write thank-you notes.
COMPLAIN WHAT ABOUT
FL'i'ING ALE SITTING IN A
IF SPIKE 15
David Bernhardt, a MadisOn,
SPIKE
BROTHER
CAFE
MY
SMALL FRENCH
THINKING
IT 15 CHR15TMA5 EVE,AND Wl.10'5 OUT TWERE IN
ABOUT
Wis., pediatrician and member BORN TODAY
Baseball player Ozzie Smith
CUR15TMAS,
HE I5 DEPRE55ED .
THE TRENCHES
of the American Academy of (1954), Chinese Communist revQs
t
0,k)
Pediatrics' Council on Sports* olutionary Mad Tse-tung (1993).
drummer Lars Ulrich (1963)
Medicine and Fitness.

Kids are not as fit
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ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Realize when you are in a
no-win situation, which easily
could be today. You need to back
off and not get triggered. You are
more fed up and bred than you
realize, especially with a key person in your life. Tonight: Vanish
while you can.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** No matter what you do, you
seem to hit a brick wall. Either
stop, hop over the wall or go
around it. You could see red otherwise and take out your frustration on someone you care about
Tonight: Cocoon.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Sometimes you don't
realize how negative you can be
(like today). Immerse yourself in
a project or favorite hobby. You
will be a lot happier and work
thtough your mood. Holding in
anger or hurt might be the source
of this mood. Tonight: Choose a
stress-buster.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You have Many ideas.
but you don't have a receptive,
audience. Let go of needing others, and do what you enjoy. A
child will be only too happy to join
you in some fun and play. Are
you up for it? Tonight: Still enjoy-#.
mg yourself.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)*** Try not to spoil someone's0
good mood. You might feel pressured by a responsibility that •
really feels like a burden. You
cannot change this situation, but
you can adopt a new attitude -try this suggestion. Tonight: Get
some extra sleep.
VIRGO (Aug, 23-Sept, 22)
**** You actually could be too
cheerful for someone,who feels a
bit down. Are you forcing ypurself
to be cheery? You might want to
think 'about that sooner or later.
Today you are busy-making calls
and running around. Tonight
Think 'winter getaway."
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** A friend could be overly
serious and difficult. An associate
might not be as giving as you
would like. Do- something you
have wanted to do for a while. Be
careful with runaway spending,
OK? Tonight: Gather your bills.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might be A-OK. but
those around you might be offcenter. Express a willingness to
pitch in and help. Someone key
to your life is difficult. You are not
imagining it. Understand, but
don't trigger. Tonight: As you
wish.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
?1
** Back off as soon as you hit
an obstacle. In fact, you might
find that keeping your own company is easiest. Though you are
a gregarious sign. you gain
through centering and some
downtime. Life will get hectic
soon enough. Tonight Mystery
becomes you. Not to be found.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Where the crowds are is
where the Goat needs to be
found. You will be much happier if
you allow yourself to relax and
hang out. Yes, you have many
demands and responsibilities.
Take a few days off from them.
Tonight: Just don't be alone.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Others seek you out. Make
it your pleasure to pitch in.
Realize that you could be
neglecting a family member who
is on the warpath. Touch base
with him or her. This person still
might be out of sorts. Tonight.
Don't feel like you need to race
home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your strength will come
from taking an overview and not
getting plugged into a problem.
Do be careful, as your head
might be in the clouds, making
you an accident-prone Fish.
Recognize when you
. are tired.
Tonight: Early to bed
BORN TODAY
Actress Marlene Dietnch (1901),
journalist Cokie Roberts (1943),
scientist Louis Pasteur (1822)

•••

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebiger.com.

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.lacqueIlnobigarcom.
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Preserving mother's memories
brought joy to her and family

10 years alp
Donna McCord, Debbie McCord
Murray-Calloway County Hos- and Rebecca Dublin.
pital has awarded nursing schol40 years ago
DEAR ABBY: Don't most of
.irships to Margaret Johnson, Nicole
First Lt. Ruben Stanley Young.
us enjoy stories from our parAnderson and Barbra Moody.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Young.
ents' and grandparents past?
Couples celebrating their 50th was awarded the Air Medal with
During the last few years of my
wedding anruversanes included Mr. the "V" for heroism in Vietnam
mother's life, she was confined
Douglas
Gould and Mr. where he is a member of the
and Mrs.
to her home and then to a nursand Mrs. Ted Potts on DM. 24 United States First Cavalry DiviAd Mr. and Mrs. Joseph D. West sion.
ing home.
,m Dec. 25.
I urged her
Brent Manning has been named
Births reported include a boy as chief of the Murray Police
to write her
lo Melody and Steve Enoch and Department by the Murray City
memories of
a girl to Susan and Jason McCoy, Council.
childhood
in
Dec. 19.
50 years ago
a lined note20 years ago
Dr. H.C. Chiles spoke and
book that I
Local students at Murray State showed slides of The Holy Land
provided.
University named to the 19116 edi- at a meeting of the Murray Rotary
one
On
tion of "Who's Who in American Club held at the Murray Woman's
Universities and Colleges" include Club House. He was introduced
hand, those
William Earl Brown, Anna Burn- by Hunter Love.
Dear Abby stories needley, Jennifer Ford, Dan Todd HarMr. and Mrs. John F. McEled to be pierison and Lynne Loberger.
rath will be married 50 years Dec.
By Abigail
for
Martha Broach of Calloway 28.
Van But
-en
my children,
County Farm Bureau was elect60 years ago
and on the
ed to the Women's Advisory ComFor the eighth time Calloway
other, it gave my mother a projmittee of the Kentucky Farm County has gone over the top
ect to work on and keep her
Bureau at the convention held in with a War Loan Drive. The total
Louistille.
mind active. She enjoyed it and
overall sales in the county reached
Murray State University Rac- S275,175.50. The total quota had
filled about 20 pages. She
ers won 79-65 over Southern Illi- been set at $225,000.
described her childhood days,
nois at a basketball game played
Murray's dark fired tobacco
continued
then
through
al Racer Arena. Zednc Macklin was
market will open Jan. 9 at 9 a.m.
courtship. marriage, my birth,
high scorer for Murray.
on the four floors at Outland's.
struggles through the Great
30 years ago
Growers, Farris and Doran's.
Depression, and the building of
Members of the Murray High
Dr. Coleman J. McDevitt of
a new home. It gave us a clear
School Band selected as members Murray has been admitted as a
view of times gone by -- a famLA- the 1976 Kentucky All-State Fellow of the American College
High School Band were Brenda of Surgeons. He is practicing with
ily treasure in her handwriting.
Hough. flute, Teri Rice B-flat the Keys-Houston Hospital, MurMy reason for writing this is
.oprano clarinet. and Teresa Brew- ray.
to remind your readers to ask
er. bass clarinet. They will perThe Varsity Theater held its
those old-timers to write their
form with state band Feb. 7 at a annual Christmas party for chilmemories before those treasmeeting of the Kentucky Music dren of Calloway County today.
ured
stories pass into oblivion. Educators Association at the Exec- Dec. 24, at 9 am. The movie,
utive Inn. Louisville.
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" '- ROBERT H., BADIN. N.C.
DEAR ROBERT: Thank you
First Christian Church will have as shown.
a candlelight set-vice tonight,
for the reminder. And readers,
Marriages announced include
Christmas Eve, at 10:30 pin. The Sallie Anne McMillen to A. Mac
maybe you should jot down
message of "What Christmas Grisham, AOW2-C on Dec. I.
your own memories yourselves.
Means" will be by Emily Porter.
On another note, every year I

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Dec. 24..
the 358th day of 2005. There are
seven days left in the year. This
is Christmits Eve.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago, on
Dec. 24. 1905, future billionaire,
atiator and moviemaker Howard
Hughes was born in Texas.
On this date:
In 1814, the War of 1812 officially ended as the United States

and Britain signed the Treaty of
Ghent in Belgium.
In 1871, Giuseppe Verdi's opera
"Aida" had its world premiere in
Cairo. Egypt. to celebrate the opening of the Suet Canal.
In 1943, President Roosevelt
appointed gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower supreme commander of
Allied forces as part. of Operation Overlord.
In 1951, Gian Carlo Menotti's
"Amahl and the Night Visitors,"

the first opera written specifically for television, was first broadcast by NBC TV.
In 1968, the Apollo 8 astronauts. orbiting the moon, read passages from the Old Testament
Book of Genesis during a Christmas Eve television broadcast.
In 1980. Americans remembered
the U.S. hostages in Iran by burning candles or shining lights for
417 seconds. — one second for
each day of captivity.

hear from okkr people on fixed
incomes who are worried
because they don't have enough
money to buy gifts for their
families. Something like this
would make a pncekss gift.
P.S. It could even be video- or
audio-taped if a friend or family
member has the equipment.
DEAR ABBY: When is the
appropriate time to stop "baby
talk" with your children? My
son has just turned 3, and I'm
starting to get looks from
friends whenever I speak to him
in an overly sweet way or use
pet names. My family has a
long history of "baby talk" that
still gets used regularly. I
always found it annoying, but
now I find it difficult to break
the habit with my son. Should I
be addressing him as if he's a little professor? I think a kid
should still be treated like a kid.
-- JULIE IN SPRING,TEXAS
DEAR JULIE: You recall
that when baby talk was
addressed to you, you found it
annoying. What it is, is condescending. The time to break the
habit is now. Your son is no
longer a baby, and if you continue talking to him as if he is. he,
too, will find it embarrassing.
Treat him in a way that is ageappropriate, but teach him proper English and correct terminology now so there will be less for
him to unlearn when he's around
his peers,.
DEAR ABBY: My brother is
being married soon, and he's
planning to'have his dog serve
as the ring bearer in the wedding. My 2-year-old daughter
will be the flower girl.
,My mother thinks that having
a dog in the wedding is disrespectful and she's worried about
what the guests will think. She
plans to tell my brother that she
doesn't approve.
The dog is well behaved and,
frankly, my daughter is more
likely to cause a problem than
the dog. I think a wedding is
completely up to the couple.
and they should do whatever
will mike the day special for
them. What do you think? -DOGGONE
WEDDING
PARTY
DEAR WEDDING PARTY:
Point out to your well-meaning
mother that everyone in the
family will be happier if she
worries less about what the
wedding guests will say and
concentrates more on the happiness of the occasion. Your
brother having his dog as his
ring bearer isn't as "fur out" as
she fears. It has been done by
other animal lovers before, and
I'm sure it will be again.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother.
Pauline Phillips.

DEAR DR. 6011': Alter 1
experienced tingling and pare is
my feet up to my ankles, my toot
doctor diagnosed iteurupathy sad
referred me
back to my
doctor, who
ordered
a
nervetemon
my legs and
feet_
This
proved the
diagnosis. I
am now taking two capsuks of NeuDr Gott
moon morning
and
By
esening. The
Dr Peter Golf tingling and
pain
has
become progressively worse. Now
I hate severe pain in both of my
legs and my hips. It is becoming
very hard to walk. I take Percotxt when needed, but even this
barely eases the pain. Would therapy help? Do you have any suggestions? I am a 74-year-old lady.
DEAR READER: There is
much that you can do to relieve
your leg pain. One option is to
increase your Neurontin dosage.
Another is to seek physical therapy from a registered therapist
The first is to see a neurologist.
Actually. I have inadt ertentlt
listed these options in unreasonable order. Let me resolve that
problem.
Make an appointment with a
neurologist. While you await his
or her office visit, increase your
Neurontin to two capsules three
times a day, and seek help from
a physiotherapist in your community.
Let me know what the neu mlogist advises.
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy of
my Health Report "Managing
Chronic Pain."

DEAR DR. GOTT: I mu a
53-year-old Wade who mad
thmaagii sesepeme over two yews
ago and was meg Audi asp.toolotic. I as lailleola MN* ID
he copra, good hula. biOi
energy and few 010111iimes. I visaed any gyoesmiqpiel, and be gave
me Preaterin vaginal cream for
Nagsaai atrophy after asking a few
questions about the health of my
siblings My dilemma is, why.,
should I use this when I ma am
having any symptoms" My doctor said it presents other problems but didn't elaborate I am
waning to hear what you have to
say, but I have checked around
with my friends mad they alelet
on anything 1 kail damask. it
because it was lopical. It
not hate all the same nuks. The
pharmacy insert says otherwise.
Any thoughts on this will be great
Is appreciated.
DEAR REA
: Although I
am not a gynec ogist and, there
fore, would
Ils refer your
question to your
ysician. recent
studies hate s
onflicting
results from hormone rep -ement
therapy Some show that topical
steroids are sate for women to
use. whereas other studies con
firm that estrogen. especial!) in
patch form, can be dangerous I'll
leave the decision up to you
My gut feeling is that you
should avoid HRT. unless you
have a valid reason for the treatment. such as painful sexual intercourse But the risks are still real
If you feel good. do not hate
osteoporosis, are sexually active
and have no pressing reason for
HRT I recommend that you round
it The risks seem to outweigh
the benefits.

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
•
NORTH
•10 8 3
•lO64
•A 310
•8 7
EAST
WEST
•6 4
.49919752
"8
•95
•95 3
•K 8 7 4 2
•A Q 3
41 10 9 4
SOUTH
•A K
•AQ 10 7 3 2
•Q 6
•K 6 2
The bidding:
West
2South
North Fast
•
i
2•Pass
I•
4V
Opening'lead — queen of spades
In many deals, it is dangerous for
declarer to allow a particular
defender to gain the lead. Whene‘er
possible. therefore, he should shape
his play so that the danger hand is
avoided.
An sameal illustration of the
kind of effort sometimes needed to
achieve this objective occurred in
this deal from a team contest.
At both tables, the final contract
was tour hearts, and both %Vests led
the queen of spades. The first
declarer took the spade with the ace,

drew trumps in two rounds, then led
the queen of diamonds and finessed
East won with the king and shifted to
the jack of clubs, whereupon the
defenders collected three club tricks
for down one
At the 'rived table, declarer saw
what could happen to him if East had
the diamond king and %est the club
ace,so he took steps to present East
from eser gaining the lead After
winning the spade lead, be cashed
the A-Q of hearts and king of spades.
led a diamond to the ace. then playrcl
the ten of spades Instead of turfing.
howet cr. he discarded the queen ot
diamonds'
West was and had no
is
reply A spade return wtId ow
South to ruff in dummy h docarding a club from his
, and a
club return would hand declarer a
with
the king Similarly. a
trick
mond return would establish a trick
in dummy after South ruffed East's
king
Iii practice. %est returned a diamond. and declarer etentually lost
two clubs to make his contract
South's weil-coaceived line of
play was guaranteed to work no matter where the act of clubs and king of
diamonds were actually located He
found a way. to establish his 10th
trick without ever running the nsk of
losing the lead to East

I * *
ACROSS
hit
ght
mare
amn
me
tic

9)
is
be
r if
nd
fly
ies.
m.

1 Payers warning
4 Forum attire
8 Pull down
12 Just as I
thought,
13 Like — —
of bricks
14 Stick together
15 Haul
16 Come again'?
17 Nerve network
18 Corrected
20 Gym class
21 Blow it
22 Lustrous fabric
26 Hair-raising
29 Indy 500 month
30 London lay
31 El —. Texas
32 Annoy
33 Warm-hearted
34 EMT., en "The
Avengers'
35 Spree
36 Halt
37 Split
39 Bashful

40 Sopn's place
41 Surmised
45 Not dangerous
48 Verdi opera
49 Coral formabon
50 Water.
in Tsuana
51 Urban map
52 Broad st
53 Heavy stnng
54 Pantyhose
shades
55 Glove sz
DOWN
1 Fundraiser
often
2 Baba au —
3 Hot the ceiling
4Cheapand
9404
5 Last box
to check
6 Urge on
7 Pantry pest
8 Leggy bed
9 Stein finer
10 Same old good

11 .
wv
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22 Jazz
instrument
23 He directed
Marton
24 Untold cenlines
25 Bump or knot
28 Future tries
27 Made art
appearance
28 POO
29 PC memory
unit
32 Lama tank
33 Accordion
pans
35 Next year's
grads
36 Swindles
38 Down the road
39 Whom
Khartoum is
41 — monster
42 Daltaud
43 Root metnatIg
44 Did Oa*
45 Pouch
46 o
Pian
:zit ht
47
or

I
I
I
I
I
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Wildc
ats
squea
k
east
Iona
Rondo
tosses
in 13 to lead
UK,73-67

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Rajon Rondo had 13 points and
Rekalin Sims broke out of a shooting
slump to add 11 as No. 19 Kentucky
held off Iona 73-67 on Friday night
in its annual home game at Freedom
Hall.
The Wildcats (8-3) never trailed.
although the Gaels(7-1) played them
far tougher than No. 11 Louisville —
the court's usual tenant — did in getting blown out last Saturday in
Lexington, Ky.
If that game proved the guard-

heavy Kentucky lineup can score rebounds.
inside, this one provided more eviWith the game tied 4-4. Kentucky
dence.
went on an 8-0 run. The Gaels cut the
It marked the re-emergence of lead to 14-11 on consecutive 3-pointSims, a reserve who was 5-of-8 from ers — including a four-point play by
the field after being limited to five Marvin McCullough -- hut they
points over his previous three games. would get no closer.
Earlier this week, the junior college
Bunt, who came into the game as
transfer acknowledged his shooting the nation's 1%4). 3 scorer, scored 21
has struggled since his dropoff in points in the second half. He missed
playing time.
seven of eight shots in the first half
Kentucky is 116-31 all-time in and spent much of the opening 20
Louisville, including victories in its minutes on the bench after picking
last 16 games there against teams up two quick fouls.
other than the Cardinals.
AP
Steve Burtt had 23 points for
Iona, which cut the lead to chive with lona's Ricky Soliver and
just over a minute left. But Kentucky Kentucky's Rekalin Sims both
guard Patrick.Sparks hit a 3-pointer try to gather in a loose ball dur— his only field goal of the game. ing the first half of Friday's
Sparks had a season-high eight game at Freedom Hall In
assists and a game-high seven Louisville.

Kentucky Story Of The Year

A Year For The Birds

Tigers fall to
Lone Oak in
holiday tourney
•

Staff Report
playing without
Murray Ledger & Times
services of leading scorer
PADUCAH, K). r A 20-13 Chase Densdls, who suffered a
fourth-'quarter scoring edge lift- -lower-leg
injury
xhiring
ed the host Eone Oak Purple' Thursday;s loss to Madisonville
Flash to a 46-37 victory; oversthe — finished the night by hitting
Murray High 13-4-47 shots from the floor,
Tigers during including al-of-22 effort from
Friday's play 3-point range. The Fla.sh finin the John ished 15-0f-24 from the free
Rtsthinson throw
Memori.11'
wenlinne
et Trice paced the
Christmas Murray attack with 14 points,
Tournament at while Chess Volp tossed in U.
Lone Oak High Sohool.
Casey 'Parker-Bell and Todd
The two squad were tied at Buck each had four. while Blake
8-8 after the first quarter of play. Mceuiston and Aaron Jones tal-;
but Lime Oak surged ahead with lied two apiece. •
a 10-6 scoring edge in the secThe Tigers were 13-of-40
ond Penxxl to take an 18-14 lead from the field, including a 2-ofinto the halftime break.
10 effort from behind the are,
Murray 12-61 outscored the and knocked down 9-of,14.foul
Purple Flash (5-4) by a 10-8 shots.- The rebounding battle
margin the third quarter. hut ended with both squads grabLone Oak pulled away in the king 3 boards.
final eight minutes to claim the
MI-IS will return to the flbor
A.in.
on Thursday. when they inset
Lone Oak's Chris Pennington back to Paducah to take on
led all scorers with 15 points. Community Chnstian Academy.

AP FILE

Louisville's Francisco Garcia sits in the locker room after the Cardinals 72-57 loss to Illinois in the Final Four at
St. Louis last April. Rick Pitino's goal was to restore Louisville's basketball program to national prominence by
the time his first recruiting class left. His success and the Cardinals' success was voted the top Kentucky sports
story of 2005 by state sports editors and broadcasters.

Cardinals voted top sports story in Kentucky

4
44

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) —
Rick Pitino wanted to restore
Louisville's basketball program to national prominence
by the,time his first recruiting
clasyleft.
!Kis success in doing so by
. gu ing the Cardinals to the
F. al Four during his fourth
season as their Coach was the
top sports story of 2005 in
Kentucky, according to state
sports editors and broadcasters.
In a season full of hoops
successes —
Kentucky's
advance to the Elite Eight,
Eastern
Kentucky's first
NCAA tournament 'bid in 26
years. a run to the Women's
National
Invitation
Tournament semifinals by
Kentucky — Louisville's
march to St. Louis and the
Final Four stood out.
Led by junior guard
Francisco Garcia and the senior trio of Larry O'Bannon.
Ellis Myles and Otis George.
the Cardinals finished 33-5.
winning 22 of their last 24
games and sweeping the
Conference USA regular-season and tournament titles in
their final season in the league.
The Cardinals were the first
Louisville squad to reach the
Final Four since the 1986
national championship team
and matched the school record
for wins set by the 1980
national championship team.
Despite a No. 4 ranking.
Louisville was seeded only
fourth in its NCAA regional.

AP
New Yankees' center fielder Johnny Damon answers
questions during a news conference Friday at Yankee
Stadium.

I ifth Third
Bank

Ell

In A New York
State Of Mind

Fifth Third Bank
onv

Trimmed Damon
unveiled by Yankees

AP

Kentucky forw
- isrd Randolph Morris, right, speaks about his reinstatement while head
coach Tubby Smith listens during a news conference at Memorial Coliseum in
Lexington earlier this month. The NCAA reinstated Morris' eligibility on the condition
that he repay nine NBA teams for expenses related to tryouts and that he is withheld
from 50 percent (14 games) of the current season.
The Cardinals gutted out a 6862 win over LouisianaLafayette in the first round,
then rolled past Georgia Tech
76-54 and Washington 93-79.
In the regional final in
Albuquerque, N.M.. West
Virginia hit 18 3-pointers and
led Louisville by 20 points. but
the Cardinals clawed hack to

force overtime and win 9345.
Pitino became the first
men's coach to take three different schools to the Final
Four, having earlier done so
with Ptovidence and Kentucky.
But the Cardinals' run ended in
the national 'semifinals with a
72-57 loss to Illinois.
The second- and third-place

stories, according to state voters, involved Kentucky basketball: the saga of Randolph
Morris and the Wildcats' run to
the Elite Eight.
Morris started all but one
game for Kentucky as a freshman. and the 6-foot-10 center
See KENTUCKY Page 2C

NEW YORK (AP) --- His
hair trimmed and his heard
shorn, Johnny Damon put on the
pinstripes for the first time
Friday after finalizing his $52
million. four-year contract with
the New York Yankees.
After spending four seasons
with the Boston Red Sox.
Damon switched sides in baseball's hottest rivalry.
He passed his physical
Thursday. then went to Salon
lshi on Manhattan's East Side
for a new look. With Damon'.
wife. Michelle. looking on along
with a Yankees' photographer. a
stylist identified as -Chantal"
rid Damon of his facial hair and
long locks, putting him in compliance with the code of Yankees
owner Ciellfge Steinbrenner
"First of all, what do you
guys think" Damon *aid. looking at the cameras and stroking
his chin. -Obviously, keep on

snapping avsay."
The Boss seemed pleased.
"He looks like a Yankee, he
sounds like a Yankee and he is a
Yankee." Stembrenner said in a
statement.
A tew dozen fans stood out,
side the ballpark on a cold day to
await the arn% al of Damon.
whose singular look makes him
as much a stile icon as a basehall star.
An All-Star in 2002 and
2oo5, the 32-year-old takes over
the center field lob on the
Yankees, a glamorous position
played by Joe DiMaggio,
Mickey Mantle and Bernie
Williams, who had held the job
since 1991 and agreed Thursday
to remain on next year as a backup. He becomes the leadoff
position in a lineup that was second to Boston in the major
leagues last year in rims and batting average
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'St
The Calloway County High SCh001 freshmen boys' basketball team won the Hickman County Invitational, beat
ing Carlisle County 46-22 in the championship game. Team members include (front, from left) Kwame Duffy, Clay
Choate, Jamey Gream, Tyrell Willis, Derrick Solomon,(back row) Jordan Bumpus, Chris Dobbins, Coach Adam
Ragsdale, Joseph Kelly and George Garner.

Colts try to turn
focus to football
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
The Indianapolis Colts got back
to concentrating on football
Friday.
Players laughed, joked and
seemed more vibrant as they finished their last practice before
heading to Seattle
a major
change from Thursday's near
silence after they received word
of the apparent suicide of coach
Tony Dungy's son.
The reminders, though, were
everywhere.
Assistant head coach Jim
Caldwell again ran practice
while Tony Dungy stayed in
Tampa. In the 'team's pavilion,
players, coaches and Colts officials attended a morning memorial service.
No decision has yet been
made on what, if anything, the
Colts will wear or do Saturday
to honor I8-year-old James
Dungy, whose girlfriend found
him unresponsive in a Florida
apartment Thursday. But at least
football was again part of the
discussion.
'The great thing about it is
that this team is a great reflection of its head coach, they emulate hien to a 'T' in certain
Caldwell
said.
respects,"
"Especially when there's some
adversity and this is a very tough
time.
A preliminary autopsy report
Friday indicated ,the teen took
his own life, but the exact cause

of death won't be released until
a toxicology examination is finished in four to six weeks, the
• Hillsborough County medical
examiner said.
For the Colts, whose 13-1
record is the NFL's best, this
tumultuous week has easily
been its most challenging.
The daily tests included
Sunday's loss to San Diego,
their first of the season;
Monday's announcement by
team president Bill Polian that
two-time MVP Peyton Manning
had a swollen knee, something
the quarterback later denied; and
the overshadowing of having
seven players picked to the Pro
Bowl on Wednesday when the
NFL mistakenly listed left tackle Tank Glenn on the roster, then
retracted his name.
Thursday's news shoved
aside the other story lines.
Dungy immediately flew to
Jampa. leaving behind a shaken
team that offered its prayers and
heartfelt empathy for their
coach's family even as team
officials continued debating
how much, or whether, to play
starters against Seattle.
Suddenly, life had trumped
football. But when the Colts
returned to work, they seemed to
honor their coach's advice by
getting back to business.
• "They're professionals, when
they take"the field, they want to
win," Caldwell said.

•Kentucky.

••

From Page 1C
decided that was enough to test
the NBA waters. He informed
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith of
his intentions in May via fax.
Morris went undrafted,
though, and decided in July to
return to Kentucky via a seldom-used NCAA rule. Morris
and Kentucky officials claimed
he had no written or oral agreement with sports agency SFX.
Five months later, on Dec. 8. the
NCAA restored Ms eligibility
but suspended him for a season,
leaving the Wildcats with a
mammoth hole in the middle to
fill.
But less than a week later, the
fax that Morris sent Smith suddenly reappeared. and on Dec.
15, the NCAA cut its suspension
of Morris to a half-season, citing
his statement in the fax that "my
intent is not to obtain an agent so
as to maintain my collegiate eligibility."
Moths and the Wildcats finished 28-6 and almost joined
Louisville in the Final Four, but
fell just short, dropping a 94-88

double-overtime classic to
Michigan State in a regional
final in Austin, Texas.
Kentucky beat in-state rival
Eastern Kentucky and regional
rival Cincinnati to advance to
Austin, then dispatched Utah
and eventual No. 1 NBA draft
pick Andrew Bogut to reach the
Elite Eight.
Against Michigan State,
Kentucky rallied from an eightpoint deficit with 5:25 left and
tied the game on a dramatic 3pointer at the buzzer by Patrick
Sparks that bounced four times
on the rim before falling through
the basket. Officials looked at
replays for more than five minutes to make sure Sparks' toe
was behind the 3-point line
when he released the shot.
Kentucky had the ball at the
end of the first overtime but
failed to take a shot during the
final 20 seconds.
Kentucky athletic director
Mitch Barnhart's decision to
retain football coach Rich
Brooks for a ,fourth season was
voted the No.4 story of the year.

All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
Pet
L
W
9 5 0 643
x -New
7 7 0 500
Miami
4 10 0 286
Buffalo
3 11 0 214
N
Jets
South
W
L T Pet
13
1 0 929
a-Indianapolis
10 4 0 714
Jacksonville
4 10 0 286
Tennessee
Houston
2 12 0 143
North
L T Pct
W
11
3 0 7E16
xCincinnati
9 5 0 643
Pittsburgh
0 357
9
5
Baltimore
5 9 0 357
Cleveland
Wait
L T Pet
W
11
3 0 786
y-Denver
9
5 0 643
San Diego
8 6 0 571
Kansas City
4 10 0 286
Oakland
Saturday's Games
Tennessee at Miami, Noon
Detroit VS New Orleans at San Antonio
Noon
N V Giants at Washington Noon
Buffalo at Cincinnati, Noon
Dallas at Carolina. Noon
Jacksonville at Houston. Noon
San Francisco at St Louis, Noon
San Diego at Kansas City. Noon
Atlanta at Tampa Bay, Noon
Pittsburgh at Cleveland, Noon
Philadelphia at Arizona, 3:05 p.m
Indianapolis at Seattle, 3:15 pm
Oakland at Denver, 3 15 pm
Sunday's Games
Chicago at Green Bay, 4 p.m.
Minnesota at Baltimore, 7.30 p.m
Monday's Game
New England at N.Y Jets. 8 p,rn

an
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pet
10 4 0 714
NY Giants
8 6 0 .571
Washington
8 6 0 571
Dallas
6
8 0 429
Philadelphia
South
W
L T Pct
10 4 0 714
Carolina
9 5 0 .643
Tampa Bay
8 6 0 .571
Atlanta
3 11 0 .214
New Orleans
North
W I T Pet
10 4 0 .714
Chicago
8 6 0 .571
Minnesota
4 10 0 .286
Detroit
3 11 0 214
Green Bay
West
W
L T Pet
12 2 0 .857
x -Seattle
5 9 0 357
St Louis
4 10 0 286
Anzona
2 12 0 143
San Francisco
x-clinched division
spot
y-clinched playoff
Saturday, Dec. 31
Denver at San Diego, 3:30 p.m.
N Y Giants at Oakland, 7 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 1
Buffalo at N.Y. Jets, Noon
Carolina at Atlanta, Noon
Detroit at Pittsburgh. Noon
Arizona at Indianapolis, Noon
Seattle at Green Bay. Noon
Miami at New England. Noon
Cincinnati at Kansas City. Noon
Baltimore at Cleveland, Noon
New Orleans at Tampa Bay, Noon
Houston at San Francisco. 3:05 p.m.
Tennessee at Jacksonviee, 305 p.m.
Chicago at Minnesota, 3:1g p.m.
Washington at Philadelphia. 3:15 p.m.
St . Louis at Dallas. 710 p.m.
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Clarification
Some information was inadvertently omitted from a cutline that went
with a photograph of the Calloway County High School cross country team, which was published in Wednesday's edition of the Ledger
& Times. In addition to the team's awards, individual team members
were recognized for being selected to the All-Area 1 squad. Ali-Area
1 Team honors went to Ben Had. Steven Hart and Megan Summers.
Brandon Phillips was an honorable mention selection, as well as
Jacob Wade and Josh Lee. Summers was named Area 1 Runner of
the Year, while CCHS head coach Keith Jared was named Area 1
Coach of the Year.

AP

Morehead State's Shaun Williams, left, grimaces as
Connecticut's Rashad Anderson pushes past him in the
first half of the Connecticut-Morehead State game Friday
at Storrs, Conn.

- MURRAY STATE
vs.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
WEDNESDAY - DEC. 28
9:00 P.M.
ESPNU LIVE!
Come out and support the
Racers as they take on the
Salukis from Southern Illinois
live on ESPNU UPN "THE BEAT!!

FOR TICKET INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL
(270) 762-4895 or
(270) 753-6466H

Anderson,Huskies
roll over Morehead
STORRS, Conn. (AP) — the most points in school history
Rashad Anderson found the per- and lost its eighth straight.
'fect way to head into the holiday
They were beaten 128-91 by
-break.
Utah State in the 1965-66 sea• The Connecticut swingman son: •
• made all seveq of his 3-pointers
Rudy Gay had 18 points for
and scored a career-high IC the Huskies and finished with a
points Friday in UConn's„129- ,career-best eight assists and six
61 rout over lowly Morehead blocks.
State.
TODAY'S LIMP SPONSORED l'fr
lie hit from every angle,
whether he was wide open or
Lindy Suitor
had a defender on !Ifni..
itt0em(onto wore Acency
.
just felt good. The last couTO WV? Si' •0111 NI risurcnto
ple Of weeks I've been in the
contad is Anderfl
gym a lot, before practice, after
LOS Nein Si.• 75341142
practioe,"• Andetson said. "It's
been paying off."
TV Schedule
It's been a while since
Today
Anderson could say that. He was
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7730 p.m.
hospitalized with a life-threatenESPN — Hawaii Bowl. Nevada vs
ing leg infection for nearly two
UCF at Honolulu
weeks last season. He Sfill has
NFL FOOTBALL
Noon
some weakness in the leg, he
CBS — Regional coverage doublesaid, but against the Eagles, he
header
never missed a beat.
FOX — Regional coverage
3 p.m.
His teammates poured it on
FOX — Regional coverage
as well.
3:15 p.m.
CBS — Regional coverage doubleAndersbn was one of seven
header
players to score in 4oubI9,-figSunday, Dec. 25
ures for the second-ranked
NBA BASKETBALL
Huskies(9-0), who set a Gampel
11:30 1131).
ABC —.San Antonio at Detroit
Pavilion record for offense. The
1 p.m.
68-point margin matched the
ABC -- L A Lakers at Miami
NFL FOOTBALL
Eagles' worst loss. Michigan
4 p.m.
State handed the Eagles a 121FOX — Chicago at Green Bay
53 loss in the 1992-93 season.
7:30 p.m.
ESPN — Minnesota at Baltimore
Overmatched from the start,
• Morehead State (1-8) gave up

0
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Outdoors
Anglers waiting to land big crappie
As the winds subside a little, we
can get out on the main lake more
often and find some of the openwater areas where the big crappie
usually hang out.
The lake elevation is supposed to
be steady for a few
days as the fresh
waters come in
from Tennessee and
go out through Kentucky Dam. We are
always happy to see
the fresh waters
Fishing
adding to the shad
population
we
—Line
already have.
By Jerry
Some of the bays
Maupin
have decent shad
Outdoors
populations of bass
Columnist
and crappie that
have a regular route
and coincides with the phases of the
moon. There are creek channels that
are usually used as travel routes
throughout these bays — much the
same as cattle move across a pasture.
If you take the time to study where

to find them and when, you can anticipate their next move. That is why
so many anglers who prefer to fish
for crappie can catch them like they
do. They understand how they move
to each location, and they can find
them ready to eat!
Sometimes the currents on the main
lake prevent us from fishing where
we would like to. This usually causes us to look for new areas and constantly explore the possibilities of
finding new things to help in that
search.
I'm sure you guys who really rely
on your electronics can find new possibilities all the time. I do. I fully
intend to come back and look over
it more closely. However, I always
fail to make a note of it. That prevents me from coming back and looking over the area under better conditions.
h is very important for each angler
to construct some type of habitat that
the fish can use. Make sure you
arrange it in a good location. This
lake is over 60-years-old. and most
of the structure along the bottom has
changed. It's still being affected by

Virginia Todd harvested this 15-point, 180-pound
buck while hunting on the opening morning of
gun season.

time and the currents.
Then, there are days when one can't
The channels have filled in and find a single gamefish to bite a lure.
new ones have been cut by these Our local fish and wildlife biologists
currents. There are still some areas tell us that the population is stable.
where stumps and root wads are pres- There is maybe a little increase. but
ent, but the majority of the stump no danger signs are apparent.
beds are gone forever.
I personally do not believe in these
There are old logs piled in the tournaments that include weigh-ins at
river channel that will offer refuge an arena, or at a location somewhere
for the bottom-feeding species of fish, in a city. You have to know that
and for the ones that depend on the those fish won't ever make it back
cooler waters during the summertime. into the lake alive. They may be
Sometimes we can find a few placed in the river at Paducah, but
gamefish around structures such as that doesn't help the lake population
old piles of wood, but not very often. at all.
Even many of the rocky creek botThe percentage of survival by any
toms have silted so badly that you of the bass that are caught and carwill have a hard time finding them. ried away to a center for weighing
We surely need the fresh supply is almost zero. We need to look at
of shad baitfish that comes with the this closely, people. It is very imporcurrents out of Tennessee and the (ant!
higher elevations. I think we lose a
Hopefully. someone within those
tremendous amount of them through organizations will soon realize that
the locks and turbines of the dam. the fish cannot get back into the lake,
All we can get should help feed our even if they do survive the weighresident gamefish population and keep in.
them healthy.
Both Kentucky and Barkley dams
As the world of artificial lures will prevent any return by water.
progresses in design and colors, our Come on! Let's get this made right
fish population seems healthy at times. so we can keep our large, poxiuc-

ames eat e o
1. too t is -po nt,
while hunting
h his father this fall.

5i poun

uc

tive bass alive in our lakes!
The waters from Tennessee have
been coming in better this week. They
are releasing the rainfall they accumulated a couple of weeks ago. The
increase is always wekome. It is usually always three to four degrees
warmer. This is the bonus for all off
the speciesSegThe), can now scoot hack
into some ot the shallows and feed
on the baitfish again.
It also usually encourages the game.
fish to move back to the good ledges
and hrushpiles in order to take ads antage of the increase in actisity there
Hopefully, there will not he any ice
that forms on the lakes for a While.
That will allow us to catch some
good fish!
Some of you prefer jigs of various colors. Still, others are more confident with live minnows_ Both will
catch fish. so use what you have the
most success with. Good luck to all
of you!
Thanks for a great year. Let's make
this next one even better!
Merry Christmas, and
Happy Fishing!

Scott Mays poses with this 11-point buck he shot
while hunting in Aurora on the last weekend of gun
season. The deer field-dressed at 201 pounds

It's not too late to redeem hunting season
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Gentlemen, there is but one
indisputable — if not . indispensable — fact of life if you
plan to hunt or fish in the new
millennium: Buy your wife, girlfriend, or
significant
other a. gift
for Christmas.
And
make it a
"good"
Christmas
gift. at that:
No
lawnIn The
mowers. no
chainsaws,
Field
no
power
By Kenny
tools. - No
Damell
household
Outdoors
appliances,
either. While
Columnist
other stayat-home types can get away with
such, a new vacuum cleaner
or fancy chaffing dish will send
a clear message- that you expect
the "little woman- to stay home
and cook while you are doing
the daylight to dark thing in
a duck blind. Not a good thing.)
On the whole, men are not
good at this sort of thing. We

are hunters, not gatherers. As Ten percent may work fine for
hunters, we are charged with the Almighty. But, remember,
bringing home the bacon (lit, the Almighty wants you to hunt
erally) in as short a time as and fish as much as you can.
efficiently possible with the
No. I previously advocated
least expenditure of energy.
the theory espoused h that most
Women, on the other hand, famous trio of wise men (hot
are accustomed to gathering Larry. Curly. and Moe) — bear
(shog)Ping), going from place gifts of gold, frankincense and
to Place_ to find that perfect myrrh.
morsel without regard for time,
That has problems of its own.
distance, or cost — and they Gold is difficult enough. But
expect no less from us. .
send a man out to find frankThat's why a man will run incense and myrrh, and we're
into the sporting goods store back to chainsaws and power
on Christmas Eve, pick out a tools. Characterizing frankincamouflaged nighty that's two cense and myrrh as scented
sizes too small or five sizes candles and perfume is no help,
too large. and ask for gift wrap- either. Some men think scent
ping. (Note: A hunter or fish- wicks and plug-ins are the
erman may be well versed in equivalent of scented candles.
"size" as it relates to shotgun while others insist on perfume
shot, powder charges and Mepps sanctioned by NASCAR. That's
Minnows. but 'size" as it relates why I now advocate only gold.
to the fairer sex is a lit fuse.
Gold is gold. Don't get
In fact, the mere discussion of caught up in fancy nuances.
the topic is so fraught with just buy gold -- real gold, the
sure disaster that even I fear yellow, shiny stuff. Yes, I've
heard of "white" gold, but it
to say more.)
In the .past, I have advo- looks like silver to me. Why
cated that men follow the sim- buy gold that looks like silver
ple Biblical formula of gift when you can buy real "gold"
giving. I'm not talking about gold?
The only rule here is that
the formula for tithing, here.
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Cheapest UPS Shipping
in town GUARANTEED'
• In-store packaging...
Bring it in and we'll
pack it for you!
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"No Job Is Too Me or Too Small!"
Murray
401 N. 4th St.

Vittill

cheap is cheap. Gold is typi- a wad of cash in the other -cally priced by the ounce. If someone's going to be taken
you're at one of those places advantage of, and it won't be
where they roll gold chain off the salesperson.
a spool and sell it by the foot,
Resist with all your might
you're in the wrong place.
the salesperson's efforts to sell
The only thing that makes you gold jewelry in the. shape
gold better` is _a diamond — of any animal that you would
or diamonds, as the case may hunt or catch — even if it has
be. But while gold is e-com- the Hope Diamond for an eye.
modity traded like corn and pork Thumb through Cosmo the next
bellies, no one knows how dia- time you are standing'in line
monds are priced except for a at Kroger — see any,diamond?
handfal of Jewish merchants studded moosehead jewelrx
somewhere in New York City. anywhere on those girls? ,ff'
That's why diamonds cost
Here's an important tip: Buy
so much. In the wide world your gold and diamond jewelof diamonds, bigger is better. ry from a sales-lady. She will
As a sportsman, you should know what women like. The
be a keen observer — so look store manager will take one look
for the diamond. If you can't at you and spend the rest of
see it. she won't see it. What's the day trying to unload all those
worse, her friends won't be deer and rnoosehead pendants
able to see it. either.
on you that he had left over
Buy anything with a diamond from the 1990s.
you can't see, and what you
I really shouldn't have to
will see is that your hunting say this, but any gold and/or
and fishing days are over.
diamond encrusted tribute to
Here's a word to the wise. "No. 3" is probably not going
Wearing a camouflaged jacket to help your status around the
and Elmer Fudd hat into a house with the missus. On the
jewelry store is like walking other hand, if your missus is
onto a used car lot with a bent impressed by such things. then
steering wheel in one hand and you might as well go the power-

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
insozuRANcE SOCIETY
OPFICE MAK MEIRASKA

tool route.
What about furniture? Well,
a big hunk of gold with a rock.
the size of Gibralter might just
get you through duck season
and the late deer season. If
it's really exceptional. you
might get into the early fishing season. But, in most
instances, what ever points have
been accumulated will be gone
come spring turkey season.
That's where. furniture co
into play.„--do get you tbro
the spring and summer mo
Remember, time is
the
vs elry
essence here. M0
stores worth their
t will he
S Eve to
open on Ch
husbands,
accommodate
boyfriends and significant others who have just a few minutes to spare before the next
wave of ducks come gliding
in.
Hunting and fishing is a
privilege, you know. And pris lieges can he bought with the
right combination of diamonds
and gold. And if you don't
believe me. just ask my friend.:
William Rouse.
Merry Christmas!
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Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 East Main St • 753-1586

• Saturday, December 24, 2005

LOCAL/NATIONAL

Needline Donation

Poll: Americans more and
more dependent on high-tech

*

Photo provIded

Kim Byrne and Saresa Davis of Needline accept a donation from George King and
Andrea Morris of The Murray Bank. Morris coordinates the annual food drive
among The Murray Bank employees for the Needline Christmas Baskets.

LCD Monitors
This week we are discussing
LCD
Monitors.
This will
be a multi
part column. This
subject has
been covered in
great detail
by many
computer
The PC
Doctor *- specialists.
Today's
By Lee A
article is
flatcher
from
hup://www.anandtech. corn/displays/showdoc.aspx?i=2289&p
=2 by Anand Li Shimpi of
Anandtech. He also writes for
CPU magazine.
Choosing an LCD goes well
beyond brand recognition.
Below, we have a small introduction tea few different facets
of shopping for an LCD - in
our order of importance.
Generally, we find a price point
and then choose an LCD based
on the properties detailed
below. For example. if we only
have $500 to spend, we consider all of the monitors for $500
or less and go through the following checklist.
Input Type: DVI, DVI,
DVI. We insist that when you
buy a new LCD monitor, you
buy a model with DVI capability. Even if you don't want to
buy a DVI-capable video card
right now, it is still a wise decision to get a DVI-compatible
LCD. When DVI first appeared
in the industry, there were a
few issues with the quality of
the connectors and thus, sometimes viewing a signal over a
DVI connector would give you
a worse signal than over a 15pin D-Sub connector.
However, in the last 3 or 4
years, most of those problems
have been fixed, and virtually
every new video card is more
—..than capable of producing a
,klean digital signal. None of
the LCDs that we review today
(except the Samsung 910V) are
limited to only analog connectors, but be aware that they
exist.
Resolution, Aspect Ratio:

Murray Ledger & !Imes

If you buy a 4:3 LCD,the reso- pendent of each other, and it
lution had better be 4:3 as well. does not take the entire screen
That is, a 19" LCD should have 25ms to refresh if a monitor is
an aspect ratio of 1600x1200,
labeled as a 25ms response
1280x960, or some derivative
time LCD. The time that it
thereof. Most 19" and 17"
takes the LCD to go from black
LCDs have an aspect ratio of
to white may be 15ms while '
5:4(1280x1024). This is OK,
the time that it takes the LCD
but you're looking at a 5:4 sig.to go from black back to white
nal crammed in a 4:3 box. Our
may be 10ms.
Dell 200!FP, on the other hand,
Furthermore, your monitor
measures exactly 16" by 12"
is generally rendering a color
and runs at a resolution of
that is not on end of the color
1600x 1200.
spectrum. The time that it takes
Generally, a skew aspect
your LCD subpixel to twist
ratio is not enough to notice,
from one half of a tone to
but if you do any sort of graph- another may be more or less
ic Work, all of your circles will
than 15ms. The TrTf response
look like ovals. This goes the
time is normally a fairly useless
same for widescreen LCDs measurement - but it makes for
buy a widescreen LCD with a ...an easy specification in which
widescreen resolution; a 30"
to market LCDs.
wide format LCD with a resoNext week we will be conlution of 1024x768 will not
tinuing our discussion on LCD
look correct no matter what
Monitors. Please send your
you do to the signal.
questions or comments about
Response Time: Re nse
the column to
time is an unusualjiefrence
the_pcdoctor@charter.net.
and always •
e off. Typical
Jane and I, along with
response time (TrTf - Time risChristine, Sebastian, Queenie,
ing, Time falling) refers to the
Olivia, Jasmine, and Linus,
time that it takes the LCD subwish you all a very Merry
pixel to twist from the fully
Christmas, Happy Holidays,
"on" position to the fully "off'
and a prosperous New Year.
position and then back again.
And remember: A data
Response time has absolutely
backup a day helps keep the PC
nothing to do with framerate.
goctor away.
Pixel response times are inde-

BUYING
Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars

By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) --Personal computers, cell phones
and high-speed Internet are considered essential to getting by
for millions of Americans who
are showing early signs of
addiction to the next wave of
high-tech toys, an AP-Ipsos poll
found.
The latest wave includes
MP3 players like iPods — popular with everyone from the kid
next door to President Bush —
high-definition television and
digital video recorders like
TiVo.
Some people freely admit to
being high-tech junkies.
"The Internet connection is
my lifeline," said Jennifer
Strother, a mother of two young
children
who
lives
in
Smithfield, Va. "It's the connection to friends, e-mail — especially for stay-at-home moms.
I'm hungry for adult conversation and any news that isn't
'Dora the Explorer' or 'Blue's
Clues."
One of her favorite gadgets is,
TiVo, which allows her to record
programming for her husband
and herself as well as her children's favorites.
The bill for being thoroughly
plugged in to entertainment and
communications runs more than
$200 a month for a third of the
households in this country. Four
in 10 spend between $100 and
$150 a month, according to the
poll of 1,006 adults taken Dec.
13- I .5.
William Grantmyre spends
more than $500 a month on
communications, entertainment
and the Internet at his two
homes, one in Cary, N.C., and
one at the beach. The attorney
says he has no choice.
-TVs, cable or DirecTV, cellular
phones,
high-speed
Internet," Grantmyre said. "All
of those things are pretty essential in today's world."
Almost half of personal computer owners say they Can't
imagine life without their computers. About as many cell
phone owners say the same
thing about their portable
phones.

1 AlPtimosPoil

Many adults say computers are essential
Almost he of adults polled said they cannot imagine living without
a personal computer

Are the following Items something you ...
could
.. would miss I
... cannot
imagine living without Out could do without
definitely live without
28

Personal computer

26

25

Cell phone

34

31

High-speed Internet
Compact disc player (CD)*

31

32

45

aa

37

Digital cable
Digital video disc player (DVD)

35

46

Digital video recorder (DVR)

35

48

38

47

High-definition TV (HDTV)
Satellite radio

29

MP3 player (digital music)

58

35

53

Videocassette recorder(VCR)

29

60

Electronic gaming console

29

61

Portable gaming device

19

74

NOTE Pot 011,006 adults taken between Dec 13-15, margin ot error of t 3 1
percentage points, 1 percent answered 'not use
SOURCE lpsos tor AP

The intense loyalty to highspeed Internet is a sign that people are getting hooked on newer
technology. Almost four in 10
people with high-speed Internet
say they consider it essential.
About two in 10 feel that way
about their DVD players, digital
cable and CD players.
"Our culture is about distraction, numbing oneself," said
David Greenfield, a Connecticut
psychologist who specializes in
high-tech issues. 'There is no
self-reflection, no sitting still.
It's absolutely exhausting."
The number of people owning high-tech gizmos continues
to grow. ,
High-tech items mentioned
most often as sought-after gifts
this holiday season were DVD
players, MP3 players, cell
phones and video-game consoles.
Penny Entsminger of Milton,

Fla., was buying plenty of electronic gadgets for her children.
"I already bought quite a few,
including computer games like
Xbox and other things," she
said. Why the emphasis on electronic goods? "Because that's
what kids want," Entsminget
said.
Interest in high-tech gadgets
tailed off a bit a couple of years
ago, but appears to be making
strong comeback, industry
watchers say.
"There is more interest in
these products," said Stephen
Baker, an analyst of the hightech market. "Pricing is more
reasonable. They're getting
smaller, more mobile."
Gadgets.from an earlier wave
of technology, including DVD
players, CD players and cell
phones, are now in most homes.
But the next wave hasn't saturated the market yet.
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"No Pressure Policy
'Factory Trained Serbo -tied Bedding Consuttants
•Low Price Guarantee
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WE MAKE THE WORLD'S
BEST MATTRFSS.TM

NATION'S LARGEST SLEEP SHOP NETWORK'
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
(Behind Sulam Stockade)

(270) 761 -MS(9997)

